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Abstract

Numerical models of uncertainty about the joint distribution of several attributes

in space are provided through the concept of stochastic imaging. Stochastic images are

equiprobable realizations of that joint distribution, usually constrained to honor the

data at their locations and to reproduce a matrix of covariance and cross covariance

functions. In reservoir modeling, for instance, porosity and permeability must be

jointly simulated since these variables are spatially interdependent.

This dissertation proposes a new approach for joint simulation ofseveral spatially
interdependent variables, sgcosim, standing for sequential Gaussian cosimulation al-

gorithm. The approach allows the integration of different sources of soft information

in the mapping of several primary variables, yet without the complexity of traditional

cokriging.

The algorithm incorporates two key ideas: (1) collocated cokriging which reduces

the computational effort involved in the cosimulation process, and makes the cokriging

matrix more stable; (2) the Markov-model of coregionalization for simplifying the

inference and modeling of the cross covariances.

A validation study shows that the proposed algorithm performs almost as well as a

fullcokriging-based algorithm in reproducing the spatial correlation of a multivariate

Gaussian reference set, yet being substantially simpler to implement and faster to

run.

The proposed algorithm was also applied to a real case study, with for objective

the joint numerical modeling of porosity and permeability in a Danish North Sea

chalk reservoir.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Stochastic simulation represents a powerful tool for the description of phenomena

which because of their complexity cannot be described deterministically. In some

applications the attributes of interest may be simulated independently. Most ap-

plications, however, call for stochastic images of the joint spatial variability of the

various attributes conditioned by a prior model of covariances and cross- covariances.

Inmining, for instance, the various metal grades of a polymetallic deposit must be

jointly simulated since these variables are genetically correlated.

Inreservoir modeling the most critical attributes are: porosity, related to reservoir

storage; permeability, related to reservoir flow; and flow units, related to reservoir

connectivity. These attributes are spatially interdependent. The generation of their

stochastic images calls for a joint simulation approach.

Figure 1.1 presents a schematic example of the necessity of joint simulation to

generate realistic images of spatially correlated attributes. The figure shows a re-

alization of porosity and permeability. Both images may reproduce very well the

respective attribute histogram, the local conditioning data, and the respective auto

correlation functions. However, because these images were simulated independently

the correlation coefficient between the simulated values of porosity and permeability

is unrealistically low.

1
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Perm, vs Porosity (simulated values)
j Number of data 2500

Perm, vs Porosity (sample values)
\ Number of data 128

correlation 0.18 250.0

Porosity

Figure 1.1: A schematic example of two independently generated images.
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A considerable amount of effort has been devoted to developing algorithms to

jointly simulate interdependent random variables. Journel and Huijbregts (1978)

used the linear model of coregionalization to jointlysimulate overburden and miner-

alized thickness ina nickel mine. Carr and Myers (1985) presented a technique based

on a generalization of the turning bands algorithm for the simulation of a vectorial

random function Z(u) = {^(v),Zj(m),..., Zk(u)}. Luster (1985) presented a case

study of joint simulation of CaC0 3 and MgC03 inPortland cement constrained by

stoichiometric relations. Suro Perez (1991) addressed the joint simulation of several

categorical variables through simulation of their principal components. Verly (1992)
proposed a generalization of the sequential Gaussian simulation technique for simula-

tion of a vector random function. Although all these techniques produce reasonable

results they share the common disadvantage of requiring the tedious inference and

modeling of covariances and cross covariances, and in the case of vectorial approaches

a cpu-intensive numerical solution of a large kriging systems. Consequently an ad-

ditional research effort was warranted to provide industry with techniques that are

easily applicable yet accurate.

The main purpose of this research was to develop an approach that allows direct

cosimulation of several interdependent random variables without the inference and

modeling of a full crosscovariance matrix. The approach builds on a Markov-type

hypothesis whereby collocated secondary datum is assumed to screen further away

data of the same type.

Previous work

Co estimation

Most often in industry practice, estimation of a set of Xattributes is done one variable

at a time, with two consequences: (1) X separate estimations must be performed

with CPU cost increasing as X; (2) except for the conditioning data, spatial cross-

correlation is lost.

The basis for any joint estimation algorithm is cokriging [Matheron, 1971; Journel
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and Huijbregts, 1978]. Myers ( 1982, 1984) introduced the matrix formulation of

cokriging. Through this formulation, cokriging is used for joint estimation of a vector

of variables. Myers also introduced principal component and canonical analysis to

reduce the size of the systems of equations and suggested an interactive method to

solve them. Carr and Myers (1985) gave the corresponding computer software.

Isaaks and Srivastava (1989) proposed a cokriging system with a single unbiased-

ness condition, the secondary variable mean(s) are restandardized to the primary

variable mean. In this way the traditional constraint V â
> va

> =0 on the secondary
variables weights is avoided. This contraint tend to reduce the influence of the sec-

ondary variable(s) leading towards the trivial solution: vQ
> =O,Va .

Journel and Srivastava (1991) presented the idea of collocated cokriging. They

developed this method based on the following practical observations: a) when the

secondary data grid is very dense with regard to the primary one, the left-hand side

matrix of the cokriging system gets close to singularity; and b) ifone is interested in

the estimation of the primary variable there is no point in retaining many redundant

secondary data. Their idea consists of retaining only the secondary variable closest

to the location of the unknown primary variable to be estimated, e.g., the collocated

secondary variable.

Cosimulation

Carr and Myers (1985) present an algorithm and the corresponding software for per-

forming a joint conditional simulation of several correlated random functions. The

non-conditional simulation procedure used is the turning bands method. The condi-

tioning step calls for vector cokriging. The main drawbacks of this approach are:

(1) the inference and modeling of the covariance/cross-covariance matrix; (2) the lim-

itation of the linear model of coregionalization needed to ensure positive definiteness

of the cokriging matrix; and (3) the lack of flexibilityof the turning bands algorithm

and its artifact banding.

Suro-Perez (1991) suggested transforming original indicator variables into their

linear principal components, thus shortcutting the modeling of the indicator cross
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covariance matrix. The principal components are defined from the sample cross co-

variance matrix usually defined at ho = 0. This algorithm is fast and does not require

modeling of cross-covariances. However, in all rigor the original cross-correlations are

reproduced only for the specific separation h0 vector. Also, while spatial analysis of

the original variables can capitalize on physical interpretation, this is not any more

the case with principal components. Also, the principal component variables tend to

blur the spatial variability of extreme values since small weights are given to the cor-

responding extreme indicators. So, ifthe purpose of the simulation is to capture the

spatial behavior of extremes values the use of principal components may be counter-

productive. Last, the technique is cumbersome when simulating continuous variables:

X variables with L cutoffs each, would call for XL indicators and a corresponding

large covariance matrix to decompose.

Verly (1992) presents an algorithm for joint simulation of several variables by con-

sidering the simulation of a vector random function. This algorithm is a generalization

to vector of the sequential Gaussian simulation approach.

The presently available joint simulation techniques can be classified in three main

categories:

Vectorial simulation [Carr and Myers, 1985; Gomez- Hernandez and Journel, 1992;

Verly, 1992] - A vector random function Z(u) = {Zi(u),..., Zk(u)} is considered

where each element, Zi(u), Z2(u), ..., Z^-(u), represents a specific variable, for exam-

ple, reservoir porosity, horizontal permeability, vertical permeability, etc.

Simulation of the vector Z(u) provides directly simulation of all X variables

Zi(u),Z2(u), ..., Zk(u) honoring their matrix of spatial correlation.

This approach suffers two main drawbacks:

it requires the usually tedious inference and modeling of the covariance and

cross-covariance matrix.

large cpu to solve large systems of equations. Also, in a full cokriging when

the secondary data is dense, the auto correlation of secondary variables may be

E = [CkfW = Cov{Zk(u),Zk,(u + h),k,k' =Iff
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much higher than the auto correlation of the primary variables, which data are

sparser. This may result in matrix instability.

Transformation into independent factors [Luster, 1985; Suro-Perez, 1991] - This

approach consists of linearly transforming the initial X dependent variables into X

orthogonal factors, for example the X principal components of the covariance matrix

for any given separation distance ho-
The critical hypothesis here is the assumption that the independence obtained at

lag h0 extends to all others separation distances h.

The approach consists of performing the simulation on the independent factors.
Then, the simulated values are backtransformed to the original variables using the

inverse of the transformation function which willguarantee some degree ofdependence

between the original variables.

The approach has two main advantages:

it is fast

information about spatial cross correlation is injected without having to model

any cross covariance, if the separation lag selected for obtaining the principal

components is lag zero.

Drawbacks are:

In all rigor, the spatial cross correlation is reproduced only at the lag selected

The lack of intuition for modeling the independent factors variograms. Soft
information about continuity or anisotropy of the original data does not help

the modeling of the independent factors variograms.

Drawing from specific conditional distribution [Almeida et al., 1991] - This

approach, commonly used in the petroleum industry, consists of simulating the most

important or best auto-correlated variable first, hereafter called the primary variable
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and denoted Zi(u). Then, the other covariates Zk(u),k > 1are successively simulated

by drawing from the specific conditional distribution of Zk(u) given the simulated

collocated primary value

In reservoir modeling, for instance, the porosity may be simulated first since it

is the most readily available data and its spatial variability is reasonably smooth.

Then, at any one given location, the permeability is simulated by drawing from a

conditional distribution of permeability given the simulated porosity value at that

same location.

This approach is fast and simple but relies on a strong simplification. Indeed

it assumes that conditioning by the single collocated primary variable suffices to

reproduce all important cross-correlations and all secondary auto-covariances.

The proposed approach

The proposed approach is the called sequential Gaussian cosimulation algorithm
,sgcosim. It allows the joint simulation of several variables integrating different

sources of soft information.

The algorithm incorporate two key ideas:

The collocated cokriging idea to reduce the computational effort involved in the

simulation process, and to make the cokriging matrix more stable (refer to the

previous section for explanation of the cokriging matrix instability). This idea

amounts to retaining the secondary variable datum closest to the location where

the primary variable is being estimated, e.g., the collocated secondary datum.

The Markov-type model of coregionalization for simplifying the inference and

modeling of cross covariances. This model relies on the statement: "the closest
secondary-type datum, in particular, the collocated datum, screens the influence
of further away data of the same type".

The proposed algorithm can be seen as a generalization of the traditional se-

quential Gaussian simulation algorithm to deal simultaneously with several primary
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variables and several secondary variables. The algorithm builds from Bayes' axiom

for conditional probability, which allows decomposing a K-variate distribution into a

product of (X — 1) univariate conditional distributions and one marginal. The pro-

posed algorithm follows a sequential simulation approach, where joint simulation ofK-
dependent events is obtained by drawing from a sequence of X univariate conditional

distributions. For easy determination of these conditional distributions, a multivari-

ate Gaussian model is assumed. Then, the collocated cokriging idea is incorporated

to reduce the computational effort. Finally, the Markov-model of coregionalization is

introduced to simplify cross covariance inference and modeling.

The proposed algorithm is validated by checking its performance in reproducing

a synthetic reference data set, and also by comparison against the performance of an

algorithm using a fullcokriging approach.

The proposed algorithm was also applied to a real case study, with the objective

of numerical modeling the porosity and permeability in a Danish North Sea chalk

reservoir.

Dissertation Outline

Chapter Two presents the theoretical background of the proposed joint simulation

technique. The algorithm starts with, Bayes' axiom for conditional probability, and

incorporates some approximations to arrive at a simple, fast, and stillaccurate method
for joint simulation of several interdependent variables.

Chapter Three presents a validation study which objective was to check the per-

formance of the proposed algorithm as applied to a perfectly known multiGaussian

reference data set. The proposed algorithm is compared against a full cokriging-

based simulation algorithm, which is ideal in the presence of such a multivariate

Gaussian reference set. In addition to visual comparison the criterion for comparing

the two approaches was the reproduction of the histogram and spatial correlation of

the reference data set. The study shows that both simulation approaches reproduced

equally well the histogram, and the auto and cross correlations of the reference set,
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with the proposed collocated cosimulation being substantially faster and easier to be

implemented.

Chapter Four gives an application of the proposed algorithm to a real case study

using a data set provided by the Geological Survey ofDenmark (DGU). The geological

support for this study was provided by Dr. Peter Frykman from DGU. This chapter

willbe submitted for publication to the AAPG book
"
Stochastic Modeling and Geo-

statistics, Practical Application and Case Histories with co-author Peter Frykman.

The objective of the study was the stochastic modelling of porosity and permeability

in a chalk reservoir, located in the southwestern corner of the Danish North Sea. The

abundant wireline log-calculated porosity data from wells were used as soft data, to

help in the simulation of the two previous primary variables. The resulting stochastic

numerical model of the petrophysical properties reflects both the short and long range

structures, and the high sample cross- correlation between porosity and permeability.

Chapter Five changes the focus to simulation of lithological facies. The chapter

begins by calling attention to the importance of a two-stage approach for obtaining a

numerical model of petrophysical properties. The first stage aims at reproducing the

geometric architecture of the reservoir (e.g. facies distribution) while the second stage

simulates the spatial variability of petrophysical parameters within each facies. The

chapter presents a brief critical review of selected available techniques for simulating

lithological facies. Then, the chapter introduces an alternative algorithm to sequen-

tialindicator simulation called
"
Nearest Neighbor Indicator Cokriging",nncolK. This

algorithm accounts for small distance cross relationship between two critically related

facies, e.g., the two facies most often contiguous or the two facies most seldom con-

tiguous. Again, this algorithm does not call for modeling any cross covariance or

solving any cokriging system. The chapter ends with a comparative study between

the proposed nncolK algorithm and the sequential indicator simulation algorithm,

both applied to a synthetic reference data set with significant cross-facies transition

probabilities. The study shows that the proposed nncolK algorithm succeeds in im-

proving the reproduction of the most critical transition frequency between facies as
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compared to the traditional IKapproach.

Chapter Six suggests some conclusions and recommendations for further research.

Appendix A contains a description of the parameter file for the program sgcosim

implementing the proposed collocated cosimulation algorithm for joint simulation of

several variables integrating many different sources of soft information.

Appendix B contains a description of program nncolK and its parameter file.



Chapter 2

Joint Conditional Simulation

Algorithm

This chapter presents the algorithm for joint simulation of several interdependent

variables. The algorithm relies on a multivariate multiGaussian model with Markov-

type properties to perform joint conditional simulation, shortcutting the tedious step

of cross-correlation inference and modeling.

In section 2.1 the Bayesian framework which supports the algorithm is presented.

Section 2.2 introduces the multigaussian model that allows determination of the se-

quence of conditional probabilities distributions. Section 2.3 introduces the concept

of collocated cokriging, which consists of retaining only the secondary data collocated

with the primary variable being estimated. This allows considerable reduction of the

calculation effort in the cokriging system. Section 2.4 presents the Markov model

which states that a collocated hard datum, screens the influence of further away

hard data. This approximation allows determination of the cross- correlation between

primary and secondary variables as a function of the spatial auto correlation of the

primary variable. Section 2.5 builds the proposed algorithm from the concepts and
approximations introduced in the previous sections. Finally, section 2.6 presents the

implementation of the algorithm to perform conditional simulation.

11
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2.1 The Bayesian framework

Allalgorithms for joint sequential simulation of several dependent variables are based

on Bayes' conditional probability axiom.

Consider a set of X dependent random events A\,..., Ak, for example, inreservoir

modeling, porosity, horizontal permeability, and vertical permeability values at any

location v. The purpose is to derive alternative equiprobable joint realizations of

these X events:

{aj ,j=1, ...,K},l= 1, ...,L realizations

The X random events Aj,j= 1,...,K are characterized by their joint K-variate

probability distribution:

Using Bayes' axiom for conditional probability, P(AB) — P(A).P(B\A), this K-

variate cdf can be decomposed into the product of (K-l)univariate conditional cdf's

(ccdf 's) and a marginal cdf:

Based on this decomposition it is possible to construct a general sequential sim-

ulation algorithm to jointly simulate the X dependent events, by drawing from the

sequence of univariate conditional cumulative distributions. This algorithm would

consist of:

P{Aj<a
3,j

= 1,...,KJ = FK{av ...,a X)

P{Aj< aj,j= 1,...,/_"} =P{AX
< aK\Ax <0f1,...)Ao

fl,... )
Ajf-i<aK-i}.P{Aj< asJ = 1,...,

-
1}=

P{AX
< aK\A1

< a 1,...,A XK_
1

< ajc-i}>P{AK-i< aK-i\Ai< a.,...,

...,A XK_2
< aK_2 }P{A3

< a3,j= 1,...,K-2} = ... =

= P{Ar < aK\Ax
< a 1,...,A XK_

1
< aK-\}.P{AXK_

1
< aK-i\Ai< a x,.

».,Ak-2 < aK_
2}...P{A2

< a2\A1
< al}.P{A1

< ax)=

= Fk\(K-i)(*k\*jJ=h:-,K ~ -)--?K-i\(K-2)(*K-i\ajtj= 1,..,K -2)..F2 \1(a 2\ai).F1(ai)
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Step 1 - Draw the realization a^ from the marginal cdf:

Step 2 - Determine the conditional cdf A 2 given the previous realization

Ai = ax:

P{A2
< a2 \A\ — a{\ and then draw a realization a 2 from that ccdf.

Step 3 - Determine the conditional cdf of A3 given the joint realization Ai = a x

and A2= a 2:

P{A3
< a3 \Ai = d\, A2= a 2} and draw a realization a3 from that ccdf.

Step X - Determine the conditional cdf of Ak given A3,j=1, ...,K —1:

P{Ak < ax\A3
— a3,j

= 1, ..., X—1} and draw a realization a^ from it.

Toobtain another joint realization {a3 ,j= 1, ..., X}start all over again from the

first step.

Two questions arise related to:

the choice of the sequence of events A3

the determination of the conditional cumulative distributions

The answer to the first question is randomization or logical selection. The sequence

of events to be successively simulated can be defined at random. For some applications

however, there may be a logical order for the sequence of events. For instance, in

reservoir modeling the first event should correspond to porosity, since this is the most

easily available data and it has a smooth spatial variability. The next one should be

horizontal permeability since it is the second most available data and usually it has

the highest correlation with porosity.

The second question calls for necessary approximations regarding the multivariate

distribution of the Xevents. These approximations fallinto two classes of approaches:

F1(a1) = P{A1<a1}
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1. Parametric approach, which consists of assuming some congenial multivariate

distribution type (usually multinormal-related) for all ccdf's. These ccdf 's are

fully characterized by a few parameters such as conditional mean and variance.

The inference of the ccdf's thus reduce to inference of these parameters.

2. Non-parametric approach - This approach consists of inferring directly the uni-

variate conditional cdf values for a few pre-selected thresholds when dealing

with continuous variable, and for the various categories involved when dealing

with a categorical variable..

The proposed algorithm considers the the parametric approach because of its

simplicity and history of successful applications in modeling continuous variables. A

variant of this algorithm could be developed in a non-parametric (indicator) frame-

work.

2.2 The Parametric Approach

2.2.1 The multiGaussian model

The sequential algorithm for joint simulation of several dependent random variables

is always applicable provided the required conditional cdf 's can be established. The

easiest and most common way to derive these conditional distributions is to start by

assuming a model for the multivariate distribution, with the simplest model being the

multiGaussian model. This model is extremely simple, well understood and has been

applied successfully for modeling continuous variables with little or no continuity of

extreme values.

A multivariate Gaussian RF model Y(u) = {Y(u), v c S} features the following

characteristic properties:

all subsets of that RF, for example {F(u),u c s C S} are also multivariate
normal;
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all linear combinations of the RV components of Y(u) are univariate normally

distributed, e.g.,

X = ]__£=_ Is normally distributed ,Vra and V the weights v)a, as long

as ua c S

zero covariance (or correlation) entails fullindependence

ifCov{Y(u),Y(u)}= 0, the two RV's, Y(u) and Y(u ), are uncorrelated and
independent.

Allconditional distributions of any subset of the RF i(v), given realizations of

any other subset, are (multivariate) normal.

For example, the conditional distribution of the X RV's

{Yk(uk),k — 1, ..., X,ukes} given the realizations y(ua) = ya,a = 1,...,n, is

K-variate normal, VK,VuQ
, Vufc

, V ya
-

When K=l,the ccdf of l^(u0 ) given the n data ya is normal, fully characterized

by:

—
its mean, or conditional expectation, identified to the SK (simple kriging

or linear regression) estimates of y(u0).

where m(u) = E{Y(u)}is the expected value, not necessarily stationary

of the RVF(u).

Note that ifmore than one attribute is involved in the estimation of y(u0)
a simple cokriging estimate would be called for.

E{Y(u0 )\y(ua) = ya,a = 1,...,n} = [y(u0]*SK

n
= m(u0)+V*« bht -m(u«)]
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— its variance, or conditional variance, identified to the SK variance (or cok-

riging variance):

2.2.2 Normal Score Transform

The proposed algorithm calls for a multiGaussian distribution which implies univari-

ate normality. Unfortunately, in Earth Sciences, most data do not present even a

normal univariate distribution. Therefore, a necessary condition to apply the algo-

rithmis first to transform the original data intounivariate normally distributed values.

Simulation is then performed on these values and the result is back-transformed into

values of the original attribute.

One easy way to implement this normal score transform is through a graphical
procedure as shown in Figure 2.1 below, [Journel and Huijbregts (1978), p. 478].

Figure 2.1: Graphical procedure for normal score transform

n

Var{Y(u0)\y(ua) = ya,a= 1,...,»} = C(u0,u0) - V X^C(u0,ua)
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Consider two RV's Z and V with cdf's Fg(z) and Fy(y) respectively. The trans-

form V = (f(Z) should identify the cumulative probabilities corresponding to equal

p-quantiles for Z and V;

(2.1)

withFY
1(.) being the inverse cdf, or quantile function, of the RV V:

IfV is standard normal with cdf Fy(y) = G(y), the transform G 1(Fz(.)) is the

normal score transform.

In practice, the procedure consists of ranking the n Z-sample data in increasing

order:

The cumulative frequency corresponding to the kth largest z-datum is: Fz{z^k')=

-, or Fz(z^) = Sisti wjc [o,l]ifa set of declustering weights lo3 have been applied

to the n data.

Then, the normal score transform of z^ is the --quantile of the standard normal

cdf, i.e.:

The same graphical procedure is used to transform the Y-simulation result back

into Z-values.

2.2.3 Checking for Bivariate Normality

The normal score transform defines a new variable V which is, by construction, uni-

variate normally distributed. The Gaussian algorithm requires that this new variable

be also multivariate normally distributed. Therefore, before applying this algorithm it

is recommendable to check ifthe variable V is at least bivariate normally distributed.

Fviyp) =Fz{zp) » P, Vp c [o,l], hence:

y = <plz) =Fy\Fz(z))

yp
=Fy\p), Vpe [o,l] (2.2)

M)< z(2) < _ < z(k) <
>m

< z(n)

/ = G"1!-) (2.3)
n
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There are several ways to check for bivariate normality of a data set [Deutsch and

Journel (1992), p. 136]. One method consists inverifying that the bivariate cdf ofany

pairs of values Y(u), Y(u+h), V h, is normal. To implement this check, experimental

indicator variograms corresponding to specific cutoffs are compared to the Gaussian

theoretical ones obtained through analytical and tabulated relations such as:

(2.4)

where yp
= G-1(p) is the standard normal p-quantile and Cy(u) is the correlogram

of the standard normal RF Y(u) . The bivariate probability (2.4) is the non-centered

indicator covariance for the threshold yv :

(2.5)

where: I(u;p) =1, if Y(u) < yp; zero, ifnot; and 7/(h;p) is the indicator semivari-

ogram for the p-quantile threshold yp.
The comparison between the experimental and Gaussian model-derived indicator

variograms allows the possibility of rejecting the Gaussian model.

2.3 The collocated cokriging idea

Up to this point the algorithm calls for the solution of a full cokriging system for

simulating each random variable. In order to simplify the amount of modeling and

calculation, the concept of collocated cokriging is introduced.

Consider the X primary variables Zk, k = 1,...,K with normal scores I^, k —

\,...,K, and the secondary variables A\, I= 1,...,Lwith normal scores B\, I=

\,...,L. The idea of collocated cokriging amounts to retaining only the secondary

B-data closest to the location v where the primary variable Y(u) is to be estimated,

e.g., the collocated secondary B(u)-datum. As it stands now, the procedure requires

the secondary data be available at every node where the primary variable is being

simulated. Theoretically, the closest secondary information could be considered ifthe

distance between this information and the point being simulated is insignificant.

1 rarcsinCy(h) ip-
Prob{Y(u) < yp,Y(u+h) < yp} =p2+ —j exp(__f|_)d_)

Prob{Y(u) < yv,F(u +h) < yp} = E{l(u;p) • /(u+ h;p)} =p-
7/(h;p)
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To better understand the advantages of this idea it is useful to have a brief review

of the traditional cokriging theory.

Traditional cokriging

Given the primary variable Y(u), sampled at n locations, and the secondary vari-

able data B(u), sampled at n other locations, the simple cokriging estimator is:

my and raB being the stationary means of V and B. The corresponding simple cok-

riging system is:

(2.7)

Remarks

This system includes (n-\-n) linear equations in the (n -f n ) unknown weights.

If the secondary data is very dense with regard to the primary data grid, the

left-hand side of the cokriging matrix system (2.7) may be unstable because the

correlation between secondary B-data may be much greater than that between

primary Y-data.

One may argue that ifan estimator of Y(u) is sought after, there is no point in

retaining many redundant B-data.

The collocated cokriging idea arose from the following remark: instead of retain-

ing all n secondary data B(u ,) retain only that nearest to the location v being
estimated, for example the collocated secondary datum B(u).

F*(u) -my= V A*[Y(ua) -my] + £ va.[#«,) -mß ] (2.6)
a=l a'=l

f Y%=i XpCY{ua -up) +Tf}'=l^(3'CYB(ua -u^) = CF (ua -u) ,a = 1,....,n

\ E?=iA^CBy(u\ -u^-fE}=1 vo>CB(u
a
,-v'pl) = CBY(u

a
,-v) ,a =1,...,n
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Collocated cokriging

The collocated simple cokriging estimator is written:

(2.8)

and the collocated simple cokriging system is

Ifthe Y-data and the single B-datum are standardized to a unit variance, this system

is written in terms of correlograms:

where pBY(h) is the cross-correlogram between B and Y.

Remarks

The number ofequations in the system is (n -f 1).

If Pfb(o) = 1, i.e. if there is a perfect linear relation V(u) = a + bß(\x),
then: pYB(ua

— v) = pY(ua
— v). The unique solution to the system (2.10) is:

A^= 0, V/9, and v = 1, as expected. This entails exactitude, i.e., Y*(u)— B(u).

If /?y_?(h) =0, Vh, the unique solution is v= 0, and Aa identifies the SK weight

considering only the n y(ua)-data:

and y*(u)= [y(u)]JX using only the n V(ua)-data.

Thus, the estimator (2.8) is consistent at both limits pYB(0) =1 and

pYB(h) = O,Vh.

V(u) -mY =VA„[Y(ua) -my] +i/ [B(u) -mß ]
a=l

J £s=l A/3Cy(u« -u^) + B(ua -u) = Cy(ua -u) ,a =1, ...., ra

1 E^CWfu-u^) + vCB(0) =CBY(0)

f £;_=_ A/3py(u a -up) + vpYB(ua -u) =pY{ua -u) ,a = 1,....,n

\ J2/3 XoPby(u- up) + v =Pby{o)

I££=i A^ytUa-U/j) =py(u a -u) ,a = 1,....,ra

Ii/= 0
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The cokriging system (2.10) does not call for the B-covariance but stillcalls for

inference and modeling of the cross-covariance C#y(h).

2.4 Markov model

At this point system (2.10) still calls for inference and modeling of the primary co-

variance Cy(h) and the cross-covariance(s). The Markov model hereafter developed

allows shortcutting inference of that crosscovariance. Two theorems build up this

Markov model:

Theorem I

Consider two standard binormal RF's Y(u) and B(u), the Markov model results

in the following expression for the crosscovariance:

(2.11)

This relation calls for two prior hypotheses:

Markov hypothesis (screening), which relies on the statement: "A collocated hard

datum screens the influence offurther away data".

Linear regression

(2.13)

Note that while the linear regression is a consequence of B(u) and Y(u) being

standard binormal distribution, the Markov screening corresponds to an additional

hypothesis:

pyB(h) = pYB(0).p Y(h), Vh

E{B(u)\Y(u) = y,Y(u+ h) = y}= E{B(u)\Y(u) = y},Vy,y,Vh (2.12)

E{B(u)\Y(u) = y}= pYB(O).y

PYB(h) =E{B(u)Y(u+ h)} =

E{B(u)Y(u+ h)|F(u) = y, Y(u+ h) = y'}.fk(y,y')dydy' =
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J J y'E{B(u)\Y(u) =y,Y(u+ fa) = y}fh(y,y)dydy =

J Jy'E{B(u)\Y(u) = y}fh(y,y')dydy', using hyp. (2.12)

To understand better the Markov hypothesis consider the regression (not neces-

sarily linear): E{B(u)\Y(u) = y(u)} = Lp(y(u)). The residual RF is defined as:

(2.14)

Theorem II

If the residual RF R(u) is assumed independent of the RF V at all locations

(v -(- h), i.e., if:

(2.15)

then the Markov hypothesis (2.12) holds, and conversely.

(2.16)

E{R(u)\Y(u) = -f h) = y'} should be equal to zero; hence re 1.(2.16). (2.16) can be

written as:

(2.17)

= Py B(0)Jj yyfh(y,y')dydy , using hyp. (2.13)

= pys(o)./>y(h), QED.

R(u) = B(u) -v{Y(u))

with: E{R(u)}=E{B(u) -E{tp(Y(u))}= 0

E{R{u)\Y(u+h) = y}= 0, Vy\Vh

E{B(vl)\Y(u)= y,Y(u+h) = y }=E{R(u)\Y(u) = y,Y(u+h) = y'}+ <p(y)

If we assume E{R(u)\Y(u + h) = y'} = 0, then even more so

E{B(u)\Y(u)= y,Y(u +h) = y'} = <p(y),
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Hence, relation (2.15) entails relation (2.12).

= E{B(u)\Y(u) = y}~ tp(y) = tfa) -<p(y) = 0, Vy, using relation(2.l2).

Hence, relation (2.12) entails relation (2.15), QED.

Remarks

The equivalence between the Markov hypothesis, relation (2.12),

E{B(u)\Y(u)= y,Y(u+ h) = y'} =E{B(u)\Y(u) = y},Vy,y',Vh

and the orthogonality of the residual, relation (2.15):

allows checking the Markov hypothesis (2.12) by running the cross- covariance

pyB(h.) and checking that it is close to zero, Vh.

2.5 The algorithm proposed

Accounting for both the collocation idea and the Markov model, the algorithm

proposed to jointlysimulate multiple variables (Yk) conditional to primary data and

collocated secondary data (Bi)proceeds as follows:

since E{B(u)\Y(u) = y}= <p(y), rel. (2.17) is rewriten as:

E{B(u)\Y(u) = y,Y(u+ h) = y}= _2{_3(u)|y(u) s y}, which is relation (2.12).

Conversely, R(u) =B(u) — <p(Y(u)), then:

E{R(u)\Y(u) = y,Y(u+ h) = y'} = E{B(u)\Y(u) = y,F(u + h) = y'}-<p(y)

R(u) = B(u) -E{B(u)\Y(u)}1Y(u+h), Vh
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Let the primary variables be: Yk(u),k = 1, ...,K

These variables could be, for instance, core-based porosity, horizontal perme-

ability, and vertical permeability.

The primary data are: yk(ua),a =1, ...,n

These secondary variables could be , for instance, seismic data and/or well log

data.

The secondary data are: 6|(u«), /? =1, ...,N with, usually, N n.

The collocated cokriging estimator (2.8) requires that secondary data be available

at all locations v where the primary variables Yk are to be estimated. Such a condition

would be met by seismic data which are typically very dense compared to primary

well data; however, it would exclude using well logs as secondary data, since these

wells could be sparse. One way to overcome this problem would be to pre-simulate

the well log values &/(u) at all desired locations v conditional to the actual well log

data b^uA, then use the simulated values 6f(u) as soft data to condition the joint

simulation of the primary variables Yk(u).

Hierarchy of variables

The algorithm accounts for spatial correlation between different primary variables

by retaining, for the simulation of any particular primary variable, the collocated
value of all previously simulated primary variables of a different type. Therefore,
it is necessary to define a hierarchy of primary variables, starting from the most

important variable l'i(u), in the sense of the variable whose autoco variance pi(h)

and cross-covariances pYlYk(h) and are the most critical to reproduce.

The collocated cokriging algorithm and estimators (2.8) and (2.20) can be seen as

a fullkriging accounting for all neighboring data of the type being estimated plus a

regression using only collocated data of different types, whether primary of a different

type or secondary.

Let the secondary variables be: Bt(u),I= 1, ...,L
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Implementation

Implementation of the algorithm involves the following steps:

Step 1 - Define a hierarchy of primary variables starting from the most impor-

tant one Zi(u) down to the less important Zk(u).

Step 2 - Transform all variables into their normal scores: Yi(u) to for

the primary variables, Bi(u) to Bl(u) for the secondary variables.

Step 3 - Define a random path visiting only once each node v, v, v ?
.., to be

simulated.

Step 4 - At node v, determine the Gaussian ccdf of Yi(u) given n neighboring

primary data of the same type yi(uQ.),a: = 1,...,n and only the collocated

secondary data 6/(u), / = 1, ..., L.

This requires solving a simple cokriging system of dimension (n + L). The

cokriging estimator is:

(2.18)

(2.19)

n L
=E^K)+ £"<(1) A(«)

a=l I=l

with for coSK system:

£s=i A^W(u/3
- «<*) + £? =1

(v -u„)= pYI(v
-ua ), a= 1, ..., ft

<

j £s=l A^/>Wu-
U/3 ) + £?ulP PBIBi,(0) =PYlBl(0), I= i,...,z

»__„<«) =i-__ $W> (v -»-) -E4V.b,(0)
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The following covariances are called for:

pYl(h),to be inferred

then: pylBl(h) =E{F1(u) JB/(u+h)}= pYlBl(0)p Yl(h), V/ = 1,...,L,as given by

the Markov model.

Then, draw a realization y*(u) from the normal distribution with mean identi-

fied to the collocated cokriging estimate y^(u) and variance equal to the collo-

cated cokriging variance o~ ôSK (u)). Add that simulated value to the fileof hard

Yt-conditioning data.

Step 5At the same node v, determine the Gaussian ccdf of Y2(u) given:

—
the n data of the same type: y2(ua),a = 1,..., n

— the previously simulated collocated value y[s'(u)
— the collocated secondary data: 6/(u),/ = 1, ...,L

The cokring estimator is :

(2.20)

(2.21)

pB(0) m Var{B(u)}= 1

pB[Bl(0), to be inferred,

n L

V7*(u) =E A<2)V2(uJ + £*f>B,(u)+ r<2V<*>(u)
a=l /=1

The coSK system of dimension (n -fL+ 1) is:

£/? A?W2 (U/? - "a)+ £/' (U-««) +TpVi^^-
Ua) =

py2(u-Ua), a= 1,...,n

< Yf/3 Xf)
PY2Bl(up -v)+E/' vf )

pBlBl
,(0) +rfVf^Yi(0) = pK.B,(0),

k E/3 a? W»y,(^ -«)+£,< 42V.*,(0) +rx
(2) = PF2yi (o)

•is_(«) =1-E*_W«« -«.) -E"i
(V,n(O) -r'VfO)

a I
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with:

pYIY2(h) =
1y2 (0)/?y2(h), as obtained from the Markov model.

This model calls for the Markov screening hypothesis:

E{Y2(u)\Y1(u) = z,Y,(u +h) = z'} = EiY^lY^u)» *},Vz\Vh (2.22)

as opposed to the reverse:

According to (2.22) Yi(u) is the variable that carries most non-redundant infor-

mation about Y2(u) in the sense that Yi(u) screens the influence of Yi(u -f h),
Vh. Therefore, the hierarchy between the two primary variables Y\,Y2 may be

decided upon which of the two hypotheses (2.22) or (2.23) is best verified.

Then, draw a realization y2(u) from the normal distribution with mean identi-

fied to the collocated cokriging estimate y2(u) and variance equal to the collo-

cated cokriging variance CcoSA'( u))> an(^ a(ld that simulated value to the fileof

hard Y2-conditioning data.

Step 6-If X > 2 determine the Gaussian ccdf of Y3(u) given :

— the n primary data of the same type: y3(ua ),o: — 1, ...,n
— the previously collocated simulated values y\s'(u),y2 '(v)

The cokring estimator is :

Solve the corresponding cokriging system of dimension (n -f L -f- 2)

Step 7 - Move to the next node v on the random path and repeat the previous

steps 4 to 6 with:

E{Y1(u)\Y2{u)= z,Y2(u +h)= z}= E{Y1(u)\Y2(u) = z),Vz ,Vh (2.23)

— the collocated secondary data: 6j(u),I=l,...,L

*?W =E AL3) V3(u a) +E43)B,(n) + rf»y<*)(u)+ r<3>F2
(s>(u) (2.24)

«=1 /=1
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—
for primary data: yk(ua),a = 1, ..., n+ l;k =1, ..., X, where the (n -f \)rst

datum location is the previously simulated location: un+l =v.

— the L collocated secondary data: bi(u ),/=!,...,L.

Step 8 - Loop over all nodes v, v, v ?.. of the simulation grid.

2.6 Implementation of the algorithm

The reason for developing a joint conditional simulation program is the necessity of

having a practical and operational toolfor simulating simultaneously several spatially

dependent variables.

The sgcosim program consists of a generalization of the traditional sequential
Gaussian simulation algorithm to deal with several primary and secondary variables.

Each variable is simulated sequentially according to its normal ccdf fully characterized

through a cokriging system of type (2.21). As mentioned in section 2.1, with a

given hierarchy of primary variables, all previously simulated primary variables are

considered as conditioning information for the simulation of the next primary variable.

The secondary variables must be known at all locations to be simulated. Alldata must

be in their Gaussian form, i.e. a normal score transform must be performed for all

variables before applying the algorithm. The conditioning data used for the simulation

of each primary variable consist of alloriginal data and all previously simulated values

of this primary variable found within a neighborhood of the point being simulated,

plus the collocated values of the secondary variables, plus the collocated values of all

previously simulated primary variables of a different type.

The joint conditional simulation program sgcosim is written in ANSI standard

Fortran 77. The parameters required by sgcosim are consistent withthe programming

standards of GSLIB [Deutsch and Journel, (1992)]. A flowchart for sgcosim is shown

on Figure 2.2.

The program consists of the following steps:
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Figure 2.2: A schematic flow chart of program sgcosim
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Read Parameters - Read all input parameters. Also, read allconditioning primary

and secondary data sets.

Transform the data - Perform a normal score transform for all the variables being

considered.

For each primary variable

Accelerate the covariances calculation - The idea is to build a look-up

table to retrieve the covariances related to each node on a regular grid instead of

computing them anew for each new node. These covariances are stored ina 3D

array which contains the covariance values for all possible grid node offsets up

to distances as large as twice the search radius. This procedure when coupled
with the option of relocation of the original data (to be commented next) can

reduce considerably the overall CPU time.

Relocate the data? The idea here is to save CPU time without compromising

the accuracy of the simulation in terms of spatial correlation. The sequential

simulation algorithms call for sequentially simulating the attribute at all grid

node locations according to some pre-defined random path. At each location

the local probability distribution is conditioned to the original data and all

previously simulated grid nodes. The original conditioning data need not be

located on the simulation grid. A common approximation [Deutsch and Jour-

nel (1992), p. 28] consists of relocating the original data to the nearest grid

node location. Considering that the simulation grid is usually very dense, such

relocations correspond to small distance corrections most often inconsequential

for the final result. After relocation, all conditioning data are on a regular grid

allowing for a fast search algorithm and utilization of look-up covariance tables.

The second alternative, which is to keep the data at their original locations and

separated from previously simulated values, calls for a more demanding search

algorithm, for recalculating the covariances between data locations and each

new node being simulated, hence for considerably more CPU time.

Set up the random path - Initialize the sequence of grid nodes to be ran-

domly visited.
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For each node being simulated

— Relocate the data ? If yes, then a one-part search is applied and the

original data are considered equally to previously simulated nodes. Other-

wise, a search for the original data is performed independently from that

for previously simulated nodes.
—

Are there enough data ? If the conditioning data found in the search

neighborhood are enough, a collocated cokriging system is solved to de-

termine the normal conditional distribution. A simulated value is drawn

from that distribution. Ifthe data found in the neighborhood of the point

being simulated are not enough, the simulated value is drawn from the

prior distribution, i.e. from the standard normal distribution.

Transform the results back to the real space - Once the simulation is completed

in the normal space the results are back-transformed to the original space using the

histograms of the original data.



Chapter 3

Algorithm Validation

The objective of this chapter is to check the performance of the proposed algorithm

against a perfectly known reference (a multiGaussian synthetic data set) and against

an alternative multiGaussian co-simulation approach using a fullcokriging.

First, a reference two-dimensional, three-variate Gaussian exhaustive data set is

generated. This data set could correspond, for instance, to the normal score trans-

forms of porosity, horizontal permeability, and seismic data (seismic impedance). The

building of this data set is performed through an unconditional simulation of a linear

coregionalization model [Journel and Huijbregts, 1978]. Then a sample set is drawn

from it and both the proposed algorithm and a full Gaussian cokriging approach

[Verly G.,1992] are applied using this sample as conditioning data.

The check consists of verifying how well the proposed cosimulation withcollocated

cokriging reproduces the reference spatial correlation (auto and cross variograms) as

compared to the ideal Gaussian cosimulation with fullcokriging.

Section 1 describes the generation of the three-variate multiGaussian reference

data set. Section 2 describes the application of the proposed algorithm on this data

set. Section 3 presents the application of the fullcokriging-based approach. Section

4 discusses the results and draws some conclusions.

32
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3.1 Generation of a reference two-dimensional,

three-variate, multiGaussian data set

In order to fully test a new methodology and evaluate its performance, it is useful

to have access to some exhaustively known reference, the equivalent of having a field

totally sampled. Samples are drawn from this exhaustive reference, and the entire

data analysis and spatial continuity modeling is conducted as if the only informa-

tion available was that sample. The results are then compared to the "truth" read

from the exhaustive reference. This provide means to evaluate the effectiveness of the

methodology proposed.

One of the assumptions of the proposed collocated cosimulation algorithm is that

the related variables have multiGaussian distribution. Therefore, a multiGaussian

reference data set would allow the algorithm to be tested under ideal conditions.

Such multivariate Gaussian reference data set can be built through unconditional

simulation of a linear coregionalization model [Journel and Huijbregts, 1978, p. 516].

The original set of correlated variables V/(u), / = 1, ..., Lismodeled as linear combi-

nations of a set of uncorrelated RF's Ti(u),i = 1,..., n ,each withcovariance function

Ki(h):

where the a/,'s are given weights.

The component random functions Tt(u),i = 1,...,n are by construction mutually

orthogonal and multivariate Gaussian:

Since linear combinations ofmultivariate normal RF's are also multivariate normal

distributed [Anderson, 1958], the LRF's { V/(u), / = 1, ...,L } are jointly multivariate

Gaussian. Their spatial correlation is fully characterized by the covariance matrix

[Clt>(h)] with:

(3.2)

n

Vl(u) = Y^Tr(n) (3.1)
13=1

Ki3 {u) =0, Vh andz^ j

Cu,(h) = £{VJ(u).ty(u + h)}-mhmt
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where m* = E{Vi(u)}is the stationary expected value.

Therefore, unconditional joint simulation of L RF's V/(u), / s= 1,...,Z, may be

performed through linear recombinations of n independent simulations of the compo-

nent RF's Ti(u) with covariances A';(h). Ifthe LRF's Vi(u) are to be multiGaussian
distributed, the n RF's X;(u) should be generated through n independent, Gaussian

simulations.

Accordingly, the following steps were used to generate a 2D , 3-variate Gaussian

reference set:

Using a sequential Gaussian simulation algorithm (GSLIB program sgsim), per-

form three independent, unconditional Gaussian simulations with the following

parameters:

- grid size: 250 x 250
— spatial correlation:

(3.3)

Check the cross covariances between the simulated realizations t{ to make sure

that they are mutually orthogonal.

Simulate joint realizations of the three-variate Gaussian RF through the linear

combinations:

(3.4)

7ri(h) = 0.50 + O.SospAio(| h |)

7r2 (h) = 0.05 + 0.955^40(1 h|)

7T3 (h) = 0.10 + 0.905M 8o(l h l)

V_(u) = O.OOTi(u) + 0.60T2(u) + 0.40T3(u)

V_(u) = D.2ol_(u) + 0.16T2(u) + 0.64T3(u)

V3(u) = 0.48^ (v)+ 0.28T2(u) + 0.24T3(u)
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Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show the grayscale maps of the simulated values and corre-

sponding variograms maps for the three independent realizations of T\, T2,and T3. As

can be seen the simulated values appears reasonably isotropic. The small anisotropy

appearing at large scale on the realization of T3 is due to ergodicity effect linked to

the long range of T3.
Figure 3.3 shows the auto and crosscovariances of these three independent Gaus-

sian simulations in the NS direction. As can be seen, the crosscovariances of the

simulated T-values are quasi zero indicating independence. Figure 3.4 shows the T

histograms. As noticed before, the simulation of T3 departs most from the standard

normal distribution due to ergodicity effect (the size of the field is small compared

to the range of continuity). These three independent simulations were standardized

to mean zero and unit variance before being recombined to generate the correlated

Gaussian RF's V.

Figure 3.5 shows the histogram of the three dependent RF's before and after

their normal scores transform. The reason for this latter normal scores transform is

to ensure an univariate standard Gaussian distribution for each of the variables, as

required from theory. From now on, the reference set willbe constituted by normal

scores of the variables T4, V_, and V 3. To maintain a notation consistency these

normal scores are denoted: Vi, Y_, and Y3.
Figures 3.6 to 3.8 show the grayscale maps of the three dependent Gaussian RF's

Vi,Y2, Y3, and the corresponding variogram maps. As can be seen these RF's appear

reasonably isotropic, except for Y2 which received the largest contribution from the

large scale component T3 (see also Figure 3.2). Figure 3.9 shows the corresponding

V scatterplots. Table 1 gives the V correlation coefficients. The coefficients an in

equation (3.1) used to recombine the independent RF's T{ were chosen such that the

resulting correlation coefficients between the dependent RF's YJ present these values.

Figures 3.10 to 3.12 show the auto and cross variograms of the three variables

Vi,5^2, 13, in the NS and EW directions, as well as the models adopted for the auto

variograms. The following isotropic models were considered for the autovariograms:
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625 locations, corresponding to 1.0% of the exhaustive reference data set were

sampled at random to be used as conditioning data for the simulation. Figure 3.13

shows the sample locations. Figure 3.14 shows the histogram of the sample data and

Figure 3.15 shows the related scatterplots. Table 3.1 shows the sample correlation

coefficients between the three variables. The sample data reproduce quite well the

reference correlation coefficients.

Table 3.1: Correlation coefficients of reference and sample data sets

Figures 3.16 to 3.18 show the sample auto and cross variograms. These figures

also show that the models considered for the auto variograms of the reference set fit

well the sample data set.

Last, before using this sample data set for the testing of the proposed algorithm,

we will:

1. check for its bivariate normality;

2. check the Markov hypothesis, relation (2.11).

Although the procedure for constructing the reference data follows multiGaussian
theory, statistical and ergodic fluctuations may affect the apparent multiGaussianity

of the realization generated.

lYl(h) = 0.16 + 0.725p^ 4O(| h|) + 0.125ph m(\ h|)

7r2 (h) __ 0.25 + o.moSph 4O(\ h|) + 0.455M50(| h|) (3.5)

7y3 (h) = 0.55 + o.3sSpfc 2o(l h|) +O.IOS>MI h|)

Variables Reference data set Sample data set
YlvsY2 0.80 0.78
YivsY3 0.82 0.82
Y2vsY3 0.68 0.68
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When applying the proposed collocated cosimulation algorithm, the first step is

to perform a normal score transform of the data. This transformation defines a

new variable V which is, by construction, univariate standard normally distributed.

Checking that this variable is also binormally distributed consists of verifying that

the bivariate cdf of any pair of RY's Y^(u), Y(u+ h), Vh, is indeed standard bivariate

normal with covariance function CV(h) [Deutsch and Journel, l992, p. 136].
To implement this check, experimental indicator variograms corresponding to spe-

cific cutoffs are compared to their Gaussian expressions:

(3.6)

where yp
= G~l(p) is the standard normal p-quantile and Cy(u) is the correlogram

of the standard normal RF Y(u) . The bivariate probability (3.6) is the non-centered

indicator covariance for the threshold yp :

(3-7)

where: I(u;p) =1, ifY(u) < yp; zero, ifnot; and 7/(h;p) is the indicator semivari-

ogram for the p-quantile threshold yp.
The procedure for this check consists of:

calculating the experimental V indicator variograms, corresponding to specific
thresholds, for instance: the first quartile (2/0.25 = —0.6744), the median (?/0.50 =

0.0), the third quartile (yOJS
= 0.6744).

calculating and modeling the variogram 7y(h) of the normal scores Y.

using this model to determine the theoretical indicator variograms under a

bivariate Gaussian model, see relations (3.6) and (3.7).

The comparison between the experimental and Gaussian model indicator vari-
ograms allows the possibility of rejecting the biGaussian model.

Figures 3.19 to 3.21 show the experimental and Gaussian model-derived indicator

variograms corresponding to the first, second and third quartiles for each of the three

i /•arcsinCV(h) >ip-
Prob{Y(u) < yp,Y(u+h) < yp} =p2+ — / cxP(-—^—)^

Z7T Jo l+ sin v

Prob{Y(u) < yp,Y(u+h) < yp} =E{l(u;p) • /(u + h;p)}=p-7_(h;p)
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variables Y\, Y2, Y3. As can be seen, the fits appear good and would not call for

rejecting the hypothesis of biGaussianity.

One of the reasons for the speed and practicality of the proposed cosimulation

algorithm is the non necessity of modelling a linear model of coregionalization prior

to performing the cosimulation. Itis enough to model only the auto variograms of the

normal scores of the variables being simulated. As for the cross correlation models

they are given by the Markov relation (2.11) discussed in the precedent chapter. For

the present example, the following models were used for the cross correlations:

where pY1(h), />y2 (h), /?y3 (h), are the auto correlograms corresponding to the mod-

els given in relations (3.5).

Figure 3.22 shows the experimental cross correlograms corresponding to variables

Vi, Y_, Y3 as calculated from the sample data set, together with the Markov model

fits (given as continuous line). As can be seen, the models fit reasonably well the

sample values.

3.2 Application of the collocated cosimulation al-

gorithm

The proposed collocated cosimulation algorithm was applied considering the variables

Vi, and Y2 as hard variables and Y3 as the soft auxiliary variable.

The algorithm requires that the soft variable Y3, corresponding, for instance, to

the normal scores of seismic impedance, be available at all locations being simulated.

As explained in the last chapter, the implementation of the algorithm consists of

the following steps:

•
PY3 Y1(h) = prtfiW.py^h) or py9Yl(h) = 0.82^Fl(h)

• $mdM) =
PY2 Y1(0).pY2(h) or pYiYAk) = 0.78/9 F2 (h)

•
PY3 Y2(h) = pY3Y2 (O)>PY2(h) or pYzY2 {h) = 0.68^y2(h)
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Step 1 - Define a hierarchy of primary variables starting from the most impor-

tant one , here Yi(u),down to the least important, here Y_(u).

Step 2 - Although the reference set is constituted by normal scores, the sample

distributions depart somewhat from standard normality. Therefore, each y^-

data is transformed into its normal scores. To keep the notation simple we will

still denote these new variables as Yi(u) and Y^(u) for the primary variables,
and 13(11) for the auxiliary variable.

Step 3 - Define a random path visiting only once each node u,u ?.., to be

simulated.

Step 4 - Atnode v, determine the Gaussian conditional cumulative distribution

function (ccdf) of Yi(u) given the n primary data yi(ua),a = 1, ?.,n,and the

collocated secondary data y3(u).

For this, it is necessary to solve a simple cokriging system of dimension (n+1).
The cokriging estimator is:

with the simple cokriging (coSK) system:

Then, draw a realization y{(u)from the Gaussian distribution

N (yKu),o»fl__"(u))., anc^ add that value to the fileof Yi-data.

Yl'(u)=±X^Y1(ua)+u^Y3(u)
a=\

'
E?=i -uj+ (1Wr3(u

-u_.) = pYl(u
-ua),a =1, ...,«

<

k TfUXffirtffc--*,*)+ (1W3(0) = /*_y,(o)

The corresponding kriging variance is identified to the ccdf variance:

«S„(») =l-E^W,(« -»«) -*<lWn(0)

where: pYIY
-
3(u

-up) = pYIY3(O).p Yl(u
-u^)
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Step 5 At the same node v, determine the Gaussian ccdf of Y_(u) given:

— the n data : y2(ua ),a;=1, ...,n
— the previously simulated collocated y[s*(u) value
—

the collocated auxiliary data: ?/3(u)

The cokriging estimator is :

The coSK system of dimension (n + 2) is:

Then, draw a realization y2(u) from the Gaussian distribution

N (y2(u),cr 2
osK(u)) and add that value to the file of Y^-data.

Step 6 - Loop over all nodes v, v ?.. to be simulated.

Figure 3.23 shows the histograms of the resulting simulated values. As expected

the histogram of the reference data set shown inFigure 3.5 is reasonably reproduced.

Figure 3.24 shows the scattergrams between the reference and simulated values for

n

Y2'(n) = £ \^Y2(ua ) 4- »«K3(u) 4- r»^(u)
a=l

£/?_l A^2)
pF2(U/3 -U_) + Z/(2Vy

2y3(u
-U„)+ T^Vy.y^U-

Ua) = ,9y2(u
-

Ua),
a = 1,...,n

Eg-i A^2Vy
3y2(u

-u0)+ (2W3(0) + r<V.i_(o) = /WO)

E*_i 2(u-up)+ i/<2W3(0) + rWPYIYl(0) =pY2YI(O)

with

«_«(») =i-E$W« -«.) -"(V,n(o) -r<V,n(o)

where: />y2 y3 (u -up) = /?y2y3 (0)./>y2(u
-u^) and

Py2yAu-up) = Py2yA®)-Py2 {u~ Ujg-)
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variables Vi and Y2. This figure also shows the scatergrams between the simulated

values for variables Vi,Y2, and Y^. Table 3.2 shows the correlation coefficients between

the reference and simulated values for variables Y\ and Y_. As can be seen, the

correlation is good. The reason for the poorer correlation for variable Y2 is, possibly,

the higher nugget effect considered for its simulation which makes the realization a

little too erratic. Also, this poorer correlation reflects the poor correlation between

variable Y2 and the soft data of type Y3 which impacts the simulation of Y2 wherever

there is no or few primary information available.

Reference vs Simulated I Corr. Coefficient
Vi 0.84
Y2 0.63

Table 3.2: Correlation coefficients of reference and simulated values for variables Vi
and Y2, (collocated cokriging approach).

Table 3.3 shows a comparison between the sample correlation coefficients given as

input model and the correlation coefficients of the simulated values. As can be seen,

the reproduction of the input correlation coefficients is good.

Table 3.3: Comparison of input model correlation and resulting simulated correlation,
(collocated cokriging approach).

Figures 3.25 and 3.26 show the grayscale maps of the cosimulated values Y_, Y2,
and the corresponding variogram maps. As can be observed, the reproduction of the

reference data set is quite good (compare to Figures 3.6 and 3.7).

Figures 3.27 to 3.29 show a comparison between auto and cross correlograms of

the reference data set and the simulated values. As can be seen, the reproduction is

Variables Input model Simulation
YlvsY2 0.78 0.82
YlVsY3 0.82 0.80
Y2vsY3 0.68 0.68
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good given expected statistical fluctuations from one realization to another.

3.3 Cosimulation with fullcokriging

The proposed collocated cosimulation algorithm calls for two important approxima-

tions:

the collocated secondary datum carries most of the information, thus further

away secondary data of the same type are deemed redundant and ignored.

the Markov hypothesis states that the collocated hard datum screens the influ-

ence of any further away hard (primary) data; this leads to a specific model for

the spatial cross correlation between the variables, see section 2.4.

One should therefore check the impact of these two approximations on the ac-

curacy of the results. One possible check consists of comparing the results obtained

from the proposed algorithm against the results obtained from a reference algorithm

that does not call for the above approximations.

A recall of Gaussian theory

The reference algorithm chosen is sequential Gaussian cosimulation with fullcok-

riging [Verly, 1992]. This reference algorithm is an extension of sequential Gaussian

simulation of a single variable. Instead of a single RF Z(u), a vector of random func-

tions Z(u) = {^(v),Z2(u), ..., Zx(u)} is considered. Each element, Zi(u), Z2(u),...,
Zx(u), represents a specific variable, for example, reservoir porosity, horizontal per-

meability, vertical permeability, etc.

The algorithm follows the same steps as sequential Gaussian simulation of a single

variable. Each component random function Zk(u) is assumed strictly stationary and

is (normal score-) transformed into a standard normal random function Y^(u). Then

the vector of RF's {Yi(u),Y_(u), ..., Yr-(u)} is assumed to be jointly multivariate

Gaussian, with a multivariate distribution fully determined by the vector mean, and
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the cross covariance matrix. Vectors of realizations {?/J(u), y2(u), ..., ylK(u)},can then

be drawn from that joint multivariate Gaussian model.

More precisely, the reference algorithm takes the following steps:

1. normal score transform separately each of the data;

2. use these normal score data to infer and model the matrix of cross covariance
functions, [Ckk'(h) = Cov{Yk(u)Yk(u -\-h)}, k,k = 1,...,K ]. To ensure the
positive definitiveness of this matrix, a linear model of coregionalization can be

used;

3. define a random path visiting once, and only once, each node of the simulation

grid;

4. at each node v determine the ccdf of the the random vector {Y^u),..., Y#(v)}

conditional to the neighboring information. Such conditioning information in-

cludes both the original ?/vdata and the previously simulated ylk values, for all

k = 1, ...,/i. This conditioning requires a full vector cokriging:

let Xibe a random vector whose entries are the random variables data found

in the neighborhood of v. Xj contains at most nX entries, where n is the

number of sample locations in the neighborhood of v, and X is the number of

random variables being simulated. Next, let X2= {Yi(u),Y_(u), ..., Yk(u)} be

the vector of random variables to be simulated at location v. Finally, consider

the random vector X defined as:

This random vector X has a multiGaussian distribution X ~ N(fi, £), where

the mean vector p is zero by construction, and the entries of the covariance

matrix 5] are read from the previous covariance matrix model [Ckki(^-) ].

The vector X is partioned into Xiand X 2:

(3.8)

Xr = (X[,X[)

[x 2) ~
j

\' v o y
'

\E21 E22 Jj
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The conditional distribution of random vector X 2given random vector Xi,is

multivariate normal, [Anderson, 1958]:

where p2\i and C2 are the conditional mean and conditional covariance matrix.

A realization of the conditional random vector X2|i is then obtained by the LU
decomposition algorithm, [Rubinstein, 1981, Alabert, 1987]:

(3.10)

where r2 is a vector of independent standard Gaussian values, and 2y22|i is the

lower triangular matrix of the LUdecomposition of the conditional covariance

matrix: C2
— L22\\U22 \\.

5. Backtransform the simulated normal values x2|i
= y'(u) = {y[(u),...,y l

K(u)}

into simulated values for the original random variables z'(u) = {^r{(u),..., zj^(u)}

This algorithm is that implemented by G. Verly in the proprietary British Petroleum

Co software used hereafter.

Application

The full cokring approach was applied to the same data set as used for the col-

located cosimulation algorithm. The full cokriging approach does not require the

secondary information Y3 to be available at all locations being simulated. Figure 3.13

shows the 625 (1.0% of the exhaustive reference data set) sample locations used for

conditioning the cosimulation of Y\, Y_, and Y3. Figure 3.14 shows the histogram of

the sample data.

The fullvector cokriging approach as opposed to the collocated cosimulation algo-

rithm requires the modeling of a full linear model of coregionalization for the vector

of normal score transforms {Yi(u),..., Yr-(u)}.Figure 3.30 shows the omnidirectional

auto and cross variograms, corresponding to the reference data set, for the variables

(X2 IXi= Xi)= X2|!
~ N(p2 \1

= C2iCn x_, C2 = C22
— C2lCU Cl2), (3.9)

x2ji
— L22^r2 -f C2\C1X Xi,
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Vi, Y_, and Y3. This figure also shows the fit by the linear model of coregionalization
adopted. The following model was considered:

Figure 3.31 shows the histograms of the simulated Y% and Y_ results. As can be

observed, the reference histograms (see Figure 3.5) are reasonably reproduced. Figure

3.32 shows the scattergrams between the reference and simulated values for variables

Y\ and Y2. This figure also shows the scattergrams between the simulated values Y_,

Y-2, and Y3. Table 3.4 shows the correlation coefficient between the reference and sim-

ulated values for variables Vi and Y2. As can be seen, the correlation coefficients are

smaller than the ones obtained using the proposed collocated cosimulation algorithm;

compare to Table 3.2.

Reference var. vs Simulated var. ICorr. Coefficient
li 0.68
Y2 0.62

Table 3.4: Correlation coefficients between reference and simulated values for variables
Y\ and Y_, (full cokriging approach).

Table 3.5 gives a comparison between the reference correlation coefficients and the

correlation coefficients of the simulated values. As can be seen, the reproduction is

good; compare also to Table 3.3.

Figures 3.33 and 3.34 show the grayscale maps of the cosimulated values Y^, Y_,

and corresponding variogram maps. These figures should be compared to Figures 3.25

7_-_y_(h) = 0.16 + 0.735p^40(| h |) +O.llSMsofl h I)

7y2ya (h) = 0.18 + O.4OSpMI h |) + 0.175ph 80(\ h |)

7y2y2(h) = 0.27 + o.m2Sph 4O(\ h|)+ OAISph80(\ h|)

Tr,Yi(h)= 0.29 + 0.505ph 40(\ h|) + OMSPh80(\ h|)

7y3y2(h) = 0.31 + 0.305ph 4O(\ h|)+ OMSphm(\ h|)

7y3y3(h) = 0.63 +0.355>M1 h|) + 0.025ph m(\ h|) (3.11)
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and 3.26 corresponding to the collocated cokriging realizations and to the reference

maps Figures 3.6 and 3.7. Collocated cokriging appears to perform somewhat better

for Y\ while the fullcokriging does better for Y2.
Figures 3.35 to 3.37 show a comparison between auto and cross correlograms of

the reference dat set, the simulated values obtained using the proposed collocated

cosimulation algorithm, and the simulated values obtained using the full cokriging
cosimulation algorithm. The fullcokriging approach results in a better reproduction

of the reference spatial correlation. However, the difference in the results is not

significant.

Table 3.5: Comparison of reference correlation and resulting simulated correlation
(fullcokriging approach).

3.4 Conclusions

The main differences between the proposed collocated cosimulation algorithm and a

fullcokriging approach are,

with regard to practicality of application:

the collocated cosimulation algorithm does not call for a prior linear model

of coregionalization as the fullcokriging approach does. In the collocated ap-

proach, only the direct variograms of the primary variables need to be modeled;

the collocated cosimulation algorithm can accommodate as many secondary

variables as available. However, the secondary data must be available at all

Variables reference Simulation
YxvsY2 0.80 0.78
YlVsY3 0.82 0.83
Y2vsY3 0.68 0.68
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locations being simulated. This condition is usually met whenever the soft in-

formation is very dense, e.g. seismic data. Otherwise one can pre-simulate the

missing secondary values prior to using them to condition the primary variables.

with regard to processing speed:

the proposed collocated cosimulation algorithm only retains, for the simulation

of each primary variable, the secondary datum closest to the location being sim-

ulated. This approximation reduce considerably the calculation effort involved

in the cokriging procedure. In the collocated approach the system increases by

just one row and one column from the kriging system ignoring the secondary

information. In the fullcokriging approach this system increases by one row

and one column for each secondary information being used in the neighborhood

of the location being simulated: the resulting cokriging matrix system may be

very large.

with regard to solution stability:

the collocated cokriging system is as stable as the kriging system using only

the primary variables. The fullcokriging matrix may become unstable when

the secondary information is much denser than the primary (as ithappens with

seismic compared to well data). In such case, the matrix values corresponding

to the auto correlation between secondary data are much larger than those

corresponding to the auto correlation between primary data far from each other.

In this comparative study we consider the cosimulation of two variables Vi and Y_,

conditional to a third (secondary) variable Y3. The criterion for comparison was re-

production of the histogram and spatial correlation of a reference data set. With

regard to accuracy, both algorithms performed equally well. The full cokriging ap-

proach did show a somewhat better result in reproducing the spatial correlation of

the reference data. The collocated approach resulted ina realization that was overall

better correlated to the reference values, but this may be a luck of the draw. With

regard to processing speed, it took 112 seconds of CPU on a DECstation 5000/200
to generate the realization of Figures 3.25 and 3.26 using the proposed collocated
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cosimulation algorithm. It was not possible to clock the fullcokriging approach since

the run generating the realization of Figures 3.33 and 3.34 was done on a different

computer at BP. Yet it is clear from theory that the collocated algorithm has to be

faster since its cokriging system involved is smaller to much smaller than the system

called by fullcokriging.
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Figure 3.1: Simulated values and exhaustive variogram map for T\ and T2.
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Covariance 1111direction NS Cross-Covariance T1 12 direction NS

Covariance 12 T2direction NS Cross-Covariance T2 13 direction NS

Covariance 13 13 direction NS Cross-Covariance 13 11direction NS

Figure 3.3: Auto and cross covariances of the simulated values 7\, T2, T3, in the NS
direction .
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Figure 3.4: Histogram of the simulated values 2\, T2, and T3.
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Figure 3.7: Reference values and exhaustive variogram map for Y_
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Figure 3.9: Scatterplots between the three reference variables Y.
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Semivariogram VIY1 direction NS Semivariogram Y1 Y1direction EW

Cross Semivariogram Y1 Y2direction NS Cross Semivariogram Y1 Y2 direction EW

Figure 3.10: Variogram and cross variogram of the reference values Vi and Y_ and
model for the auto variogram of Vi in the NS and EW directions.
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Semivariogram Y2 Y2 direction NS

Cross Semivariogram Y2 Y3 direction NS

Semivariogram Y2 Y2 direction EW

Cross Semivariogram Y2 Y3 direction EW

Figure 3.11: Variogram and cross variogram of the reference values Y2 and Y3 and
model for the auto variogram of Y2 in the NS and EW directions.
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Figure 3.12: Variogram and cross variogram of the reference values Y3 and Vi and
model for the auto variogram of Y3 in the NS and EW directions.
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Figure 3.13: Sample locations

Figure 3.14: Histogram of the sample values Vi, Y2, Y3.
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5.00. Y1 vs Y2 (sample data )

Y1 vs Y3(sample data )

Y1

Y2 vs Y3< sample data )500.

Figure 3.15: Scatterplots between the three samples for Vi, Y_, Y3
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Semivariogram Y1Y1 direction NS Semivariogram Y1Y1 direction EW

Cross Semivariogram Y1Y2 direction NS Cross Semivariogram Y1 Y2 direction EW

Figure 3.16: Sample variogram and cross variogram of Vi, Y_ and reference model for
the auto variogram of Vi in the NS and EW directions
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Figure 3.17: Sample variogram and cross variogram of Y2, Y3 and reference model for
the auto variogram of Y2 in the NS and EW directions
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Figure 3.18: Sample variogram and cross variogram of Y3,Vi and reference model for
the auto variogram of Y3 in the NS and EW directions
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Figure 3.19: Sample and Gaussian model-derived indicator variograms (first, sec-
ondhand third quartiles) for variable Vi

Indicator cutoff= -0.674

Indicatorcutoff = 0.000

Indicator cutoff = 0.674
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Figure 3.20: Sample and Gaussian model-derived indicator variograms (first, sec-
ond,and third quartiles) for variable Y2

Indicator cutoff= 0.674
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Indicator cutoffs 0.674

Figure 3.21: Sample and Gaussian model-derived indicator variograms (first, sec-
ond.and third quartiles) for variable Y3

Indicator cutoff= -0.674
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Cross-correlogram Y1Y2 and Markov model

Cross-correlogram Y2 Y3and Markov model

Cross-correlogram Y1 Y3and Markov model

Figure 3.22: Sample cross correlogram corresponding to the variables Vi,F3, y
3,and

the Markov model (continuous line)
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Figure 3.23: Histogram of the simulated V values (collocated cokriging approach)
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Figure 3.24: Scattergrams of the simulated V values (collocated cokriging approach)
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Figure 3.25: Simulated values and exhaustive variogram map for Vi (collocated cok-
riging approach)
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Figure 3.26: Simulated values and exhaustive variogram map for Y2 (collocated cok-
riging approach)
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Correlogram Y1Y1 direction NS

Correlogram Y1Y2 direction NS

Correlogram Y1Y1direction EW

Correlogram Y1Y2 direction EW

Figure 3.27: Comparison between auto and cross correlograms of reference (con-
tinuous line) and simulated values (dots) for variables Vi, Y2 (collocated cokriging
approach)
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Correlogram Y2Y2direction NS

Correlogram Y2 Y3 direction NS

Correlogram Y2 Y2 direction EW
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Figure 3.28: Comparison between auto and cross correlograms of reference (con-
tinuous line) and simulated values (dots) for variables Y2, Y3 (collocated cokriging
approach)
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Correlogram Y3 Y3 direction NS
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Correlogram Y3 Y3 direction EW
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Figure 3.29: Comparison between auto and cross correlograms of reference (con-
tinuous line) and simulated values (dots) for variables Y3, Y\ (collocated cokriging
approach)
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Semivarbgram Y3 Y3omnidirectional

Figure 3.30: Reference omnidirectional auto and cross variograms for variables Vi,
12, and >3, and fit by the linear coregionalization model
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Figure 3.31: Histogram of simulated values for variables Vi, and Y2 (full cokriging
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Figure 3.32: Scattergrams of simulated Y-values (fullcokriging approach)
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Figure 3.33: Simulated values and exhaustive variogram map for RF Y\ (fullcokriging
approach)
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Figure 3.34: Simulated values and exhaustive variogram map for RF Y2 (fullcokriging
approach)
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Correlogram Y1 Y1direction NS

Correlogram Y1 Y2 directionNS

Correlogram Y1 Y1direction EW

Correlogram Y1Y2 direction EW

Figure 3.35: Comparison between auto and cross correlograms of reference (thicker
continuous line), collocated (dots), and fullcokriging approach simulated values (thin-
ner continuous line) for variables V\ f Y_
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Figure 3.36: Comparison between auto and cross correlograms of reference (thicker
continuous line), collocated (dots), and fullcokriging approach simulated values (thin-
ner continuous line) for variables Y2l Y3
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Figure 3.37: Comparison between auto and cross correlograms of reference (thicker
continuous line), collocated (dots), and fullcokriging approach simulated values (thin-
ner continuous line) for variables Y3l Y%



Chapter 4

The Dan Field Case Study

This chapter presents an application of the collocated cokriging algorithm to a real

field. The purpose is the geostatistical modelling and stochastic imaging of petro-

physical variability within the Rl unit of the Dan field, an oil field in the Danish

North Sea.

Section 4.1 describes the geology and production characteristics of the field. Sec-

tion 4.2 presents the exploratory analysis of the data available. Section 4.3 discusses

the stratigraphic coordinates transformation used to ensure conformity of the horizon-

tal spatial continuity model with the field geological geometry. Section 4.4 presents

the spatial correlation analysis (vasography). Section 4.5 documents the choice of

a multivariate Gaussian model for representing the joint distribution of the various

variables under study. Finally, section 4.6 presents the implementation of the cosim-

ulation algorithm proposed, while section 4.7 discusses the results and section 4.8

presents the conclusions.

4.1 Introduction

Danish oil and gas production comes exclusively from the North Sea Central Trough,

a system of Jurassic half-grabens located 250 km west of the coast of Denmark. The

Dan field is a broad domal anticline comprising Late Cretaceous to Early Danian

chalk limestone (Danian and Maastrichtian), largely unfractured. The discovery well

85
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was drilled in1971 and production started in1972. Daily production averages 30,000

bopd. Ultimate recovery is expected to be low due to limited natural fracturing

and very low permeability (average 1 mD). Induced hydraulic fracturing and various

stimulation techniques have been tried to enhance recovery. The first North Sea

horizontal well (500 meters) was drilled there in 1986, followed by many others. Not

only do these horizontal wells improve production rates, they also provide crucial

information about horizontal continuity of fracturing and heterogeneities.

4.1.1 Geology

The Dan field (Figure 4.1) is a broad domal anticline resulting from uplift by a salt
pillow of Zechstein age. The anticline is dissected by a major NE-SW normal fault

downthrown to the northwest (Figure 4.2). The fault has approximately 100 m of

throw near the crest of the structure and dies out in the synclines on the northeast and

southwest of the field. Smaller associated normal faults are present in the downthrown

block. The reservoir is found at a depth of about 2000 meters in Late Cretaceous to

Early Danian chalk limestone. It contains a saturated oilaccumulation overlain by

an initialgas cap. Ultimate recovery is expected to be low (present estimate about

18 %) due to the low permeability and low degree of fracturing of this field. Other

chalk fields in the North Sea have much higher levels of fracturing, and accordingly

higher recovery estimates as well as production rates.

The hydrocarbon bearing rocks of the Dan field are chalk limestones similar to the

Ekofisk and Tor Formations of the Norwegian North Sea (see Figure 4.2). Although

the reservoir includes both Danian and Maastrichtian chalk, most of the production is

coming from the upper Maastrichtian units. The upper units feature relatively larger

permeabilities (2-3 mD for both the horizontal and vertical directions), the result of

a fabric of larger grain sizes and absence of clay minerals in the rock matrix. The

porosity averaging 25 to 30 % shows a significant decrease from the crest of the field

towards the flanks of the dome. Figure 4.3 shows a typical vertical porosity profile

across the producing zone of the Dan field. This profile shows the clear discontinuity

in porosity between the Danian (depth above 6450 feet in the M-lOx well) and the

Maastrichtian chalk.
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The uppermost 0.5 m of the Maastrichtian chalk is represented as a hardground,

indicating a depositional unconformity at the Danian-Maastrichtian boundary. Eval-

uation of available logs indicates that the hardground is not fully developed over the

whole field.

The tight nature of the hardground suggests that it willform a partial barrier

to vertical fluid flow and that there is generally very little communication between

the Danian and Maastrichtian chalk. RFT measurements showing pressure differen-

tial due to higher depletion in the uppermost Maastrichtian, support this suggestion
(Jorgensen, in press).

Chalk sediments are interpreted to be deep shelf deposits of pelagic carbonate
materials, derived from microscopic calcareous planktonic algae, Coccolithophorides.

The calcareous skeletons of these algae are called coccospheres, composed of wheel-

shaped coccoliths that are built of calcite platelets with a size of 0.5 to 2 microns

(Figure 4.4). These algae were pelagic, and constituted an important nutrient source

for the other pelagic organisms like small crustaceans. Eaten and digested by these,

the coccolithophorid remains probably arrived at the sea bottom as fecal pellets,

wrapped in thin organic films. The disintegration of these pellets created a very fine

grained calcareous ooze, withindividual crystallites around 1-4 microns in size.The sea

bottom had an extremely high porosity in its upper layer due to the loose packing of

these pellets; the coccolith ooze was very unstable, and easily activated intomud flows.

The unstable sediment combined with the structural development of salt structures

at early stages of the sedimentation, created a pattern where even a very low angle of

slope could cause the chalk sediment to move and results in non- deposition and even

erosion.

The chalk sediment has a very homogeneous lithology, and the difference between

sedimentary facies is very subtle. This homogeneity makes it difficult, if not im-

possible, to subdivide a sequence into easily recognizable facies that can be used to

outline lithologic geometry. Furthermore, the diagenetic overprint is considered to be

very important, and probably controlling much of the present petrophysical proper-

ties of the chalk rock. There is no doubt that the sediment is highly layered with a

high width/thickness ratio, and this is expected to be reflected in the distribution of
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porosity and permeability values.

The present work on modelling porosity and permeability is limited to the upper-

most Maastrichtian reservoir unit. This reservoir unit, designated Rl, corresponds

closely to the most productive interval including the Miaand Mlunits as shown by

Megson (1992) and Jorgensen (in press). Picks for the top and bottom of Rl are

taken on the porosity wireline logs along the wells, and are used as the main data for

reservoir subdivision and correlation in this paper.

The uppermost part of Rl (comparable to Mia of Jorgensen(in press)) is only
present on the western part of the structure. There seems tobe only minor lithological
difference between the two parts. Generally a porosity variation exists within the

upper part, being less porous in the upper section and more porous in the lower

section, when compared with the porosity in the lower part of Rl.

The data for this study comes from 36 wells, one of which is horizontal, see Figure

4.5. Of the 35 normal wells, 8 have additional core data within the Rl unit. The

horizontal wells have the potential to supply information on the horizontal correlation

lengths of the parameters investigated. Although they were not drilled consistently

and precisely along the layers present in the chalk, they are close enough to being
parallel to these layers that they can be used to analyze horizontal continuity.

The area chosen for this study is the NW part of the Dan field. The Dan field is

divided by a main fault having uplifted the SE block. Thereby, communication has

been restricted between the reservoirs on the two blocks. The study area has been

limited to cover 3500 x 3500 m 2of the northwestern part of the field (see Figure 4.5).

4.1.2 Trap

The Dan field dome is a simple structural trap withoiland gas inthe Danian/Maastrichtian
chalk. An extensive gas cap exists inthe Danian reservoir, whereas the Maastrichtian

contains only a limited gas cap. A variation in the gas-oil contact across the major

NE-SW fault (about 10 m) indicate the fault to be partly sealing (Megson, 1992).

The reservoirs have a long zone (more than 120 m) with high oil saturation (Sw
< 20%). The underlying transition zone is often more than 65 m long, and probably

is a result of the low permeability and the capillary effect of the chalk. The oil-water
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contact is dipping gently (less than 1 degree dip) towards SSW (Jorgensen, in press).

4.2 Exploratory Data Analysis

The objective here is to perform a basic statistical spatial analysis to detect any

particular aspect of the data in the study area, such as trends, that could offer

valuable information for the subsequent geostatistical study.

The available data for this study include:

35 normal wells (some of these "vertical" wells are deviated up to 52 degrees in

the chalk )

one horizontal well (MFB-14B)

core analysis ( porosity and permeabiliy) from 8 vertical wells

porosities for the 36 wells obtained from interpretation of density well logs,

geological information (structural maps, geological sections and interpretation)

With respect to the directional wells, the total vertical depth (TVD) correponding

to the UTMcoordinates of the samples was calculated from information on the drill

depth and assuming that the wells cross linearly the Rl unit. Figure 4.5 shows the

well locations in the area under study.

4.2.1 Well Data: Histograms

Figure 4.6 shows the histogram of core permeability, core porosity and porosity val-

ues derived from log interpretation. These data are related to the Rl unit. The

permeability appears lognormally distributed with mean 2.45 mD and coefficient of

variation 0.68. Core porosity and log porosity have Gaussian-like distributions with

mean 29.62% and coefficient of variation 0.15 for core porosity and mean 29.60% and

coefficient of variation 0.16 for log-derived porosity. In the analysis of core data, some

abnormal values for permeability were noted. These are values above 10 mD, falling
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outside the main correlation trend with the core measured porosity. These five values,

considered as outliers, have been removed from the data set throughout the study.
Well MA-1 shows very high porosities and permeabilities: this is caused by its

position on the elevated SE-block, where a high gas saturation exists, see Figure 4.5.

This is interpreted as an early gas migration that has preserved the very high initial

porosities in the chalk. Apparently gas has a better ability to preserve initialporosity

than oil, even ifboth were emplaced at the same time in the formation.

4.2.2 Well Data: Scattergrams

Figure 4.7 shows a relatively good relationship between the three petrophysical pa-

rameters retained, core porosity, core permeability and log porosity. The correlation

coefficients are 0.70 or better.

4.2.3 Trend Analysis

The idea here is to gather any additional information that may help to perform a

geostatistical study or to interpret its results. Figure 4.8 shows the profiles of core

porosity in the east-west ,north-south and vertical directions. Figure 4.9 and Figure

4.10 show the same profiles for core permeability and log porosity.

The trend of high values in porosity and permeability to the southeast is caused

mainly by the well MA-1, which is located structurally high (low TVD ) on the SE-

block, see Figure 4.5. This block has high gas saturation in the Rl unit, probably

emplaced at an early stage and thus preserving much of the original porosity and

permeability.

The log-calculated porosity and the core values have low end at high depth (high
TVD). This is caused by the fact that the Unit Rl, which appears only in the thick

sections, has a relatively lower porosity and permeability upper part.

These trends are not substantial enough to justify an special treatment during

simulation. The soft (log-calculated porosity) and the hard data conditioning the

simulations willensure that these general trends are reflected in the final realizations.
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4.3 Stratigraphic coordinates

The simulation of the petrophysical variables ( core permeability, core porosity, log-

calculated porosity) are carried out with stratigraphic coordinates to ensure that the

horizontal spatial continuity measure refers to the layer geometry rather than to some

constant vertical elevation.

There are, at least, two options for transforming the cartesian coordinates into

stratigraphic coordinates depending upon which depositional pattern is assumed to

have generated the sequence. Let bot(x,y) and top(x,y) be the elevations of the bot-

tom and top of the sequence at a point with horizontal coordinates (#,y). Let (x,y,z)

stand for the cartesian coordinates and (x,y,z ) stand for stratigraphic coordinates.

The two options are:

Condensation of the sequence inparts of the reservoir due to either lower deposi-

tion rates, or more compaction at later stages, compensated by an expansion of

the data sequence inother parts of the reservoir [Journel and Gomez-Hernandez,

1989]. In this case the relationship between the cartesian coordinate and strati-

graphic coordinate is:

condensation model cartesian coordinates stratigraphic coordinates

, z
— bot(x,y)

thickness(x^y)
(4.1)

with: thickness(x,y) = top(x.y) — bot(x,y)
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Erosion of the sequence in parts of the reservoir. Missing values are inserted at

the stratigraphic positions where the erosion took place [Almeida et al, 1992].

The simple case where the sequence has been eroded only from the top, is

handled by building up the data from the baselevel, and inserting missing values

ifdata does not reach the maximum elevation (maximum thickness). In this

case the stratigraphic coordinate is determined by:

cartesian coordinates stratigraphic coordinateserosion model

(4.2)

The "horizontal" variograms willrefer to the stratigraphic coordinates thus pairing

values with equal stratigraphic z -elevation rather than equal z-elevations, ensuring

that the simulation of the petrophysical variables preserve the continuity related to

the geological depositional history. Once the simulation is completed the simulated

values are relocated back to the cartesian information by inverting relations (4.1) or

(4.2).

For the Rl unit the erosion model seems to be more appropriate. Figure 4.11

shows a typical sequence of porosity profiles in the southwest-northeast direction. As

can be seen from this figure the decreasing trend in the porosity profile that appears

in the upper 50 feet of well MlOx does not show up in the other wells. This pattern is

recognized also from other wells in the area and can be interpreted as support for the

Z — z
— bot(x,y)
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erosion model. This interpretation is backed by the seismic data which shows marked

thinning of layers and truncation of some reflectors. This may be due to differential

structural movements induced by the salt flowing in the underlying structure, causing

the uplifted areas to have shed some of the instable chalk sediments of the structural

high.

Biostratigraphic data from cored material in the wells suggest that the different

units apparently missing in some wells, actually are represented by very thin horizons.

This would indicate that some sort of condensation, probably periodic deposition

and intermittent erosion, occurred in the top of the sequence. For the present study,

however, we retained a stratigraphic grid constructed from a base level at the bottom

of Rl, see expression (2), assuming a pattern of erosion from the top.

Relocation of model grid

The modelling procedure is carried out in a regular, rectangular grid. The hard

data are placed according to the erosion model (2), and realizations are simulated. In

order to relocate this grid to geological geometry, the structural maps for bottom and

top are used to translate each columns base level and clip the top part correspondingly.

4.3.1 Structural maps

In order to find the elevation relative to the base of Rl for all the data, the structural

maps of top Maastrichtian and base Rl were used.

The two surfaces have been mapped by the Geological Survey of Denmark (DGU)

(Figures 4.12, 4.13), and were supplied as gridded data in125 meter grid-blocks. The

area mapped is larger than the area used for the simulation. The top and bottom

data for the wells were compared to the DGU mapped surfaces, and discrepancies

were corrected.
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4.3.2 Improving the DGU maps

For the transformation of coordinates into stratigraphic grid, weneed top and bottom

Rl maps on a fine grid of 10 x 10 meters. To this purpose the DGU maps at 125

meters resolution (Figures 4.12 and 4.13) were further interpolated by kriging into a

resolution of 10 meters (Figure 4.14). In order to account for some of the deviations

between well data and maps, the well data were included together with the coarse

grid DGU data as conditioning for the kriging (Figure 4.15). Kriging was performed

adopting a Gaussian variogram model with 5% relative nugget and 520.0 meters

of actual range. The exactitude property of kriging willadjust for the deviations

observed.

Figure 4.16 shows gray scale maps of the top and bottom of Rl unit as obtained

by kriging. When compared with the DGU maps, the smoothing effect of kriging is

evident and the fault feature is especially affected. Figure 4.17 shows the statistics

and gray scale map of the resulting thickness.

4.4 Variography

4.4.1 Vertical well variography

Figure 4.18 shows the variograms in the vertical direction for the normal scores of

the core porosity, core permeability, and log-calculated porosity data from the whole

data-set. In all these variograms a first range of 12 meters is evident. The model

adopted is a spherical model with 20 % nugget and a range of 12 meters.

The hole effect observed at distances around 24 m is due to vertical layering. This

effect was not modeled, however, because the vertical effective search distance for

future kriging willbe limited to 10 meters. Note that the sill (variance) of normal

scores variograms has to be 1.
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4.4.2 Horizontal well variography

The well spacing (approximately 500 meters) and the lack of core porosity and core

permeability data make a conventional 3D variogram analysis somewhat frustating.
However, there is enough log-calculated porosity data to provide an idea about the

long range correlation structure. Figure 4.19 shows the horizontal variograms of log

porosity: omnidirectional, N-S, E-W, and N4SE. The behavior of these variograms

is similar giving some evidence of horizontal isotropy. The long range structure has

range around 1100 meters.

In order to confirm this horizontal structure, the horizontal well MFB-14 was

analyzed for spatial correlation structure in the log porosity data. Only the Rl unit

is present in this well. A pseudo "horizontal" variogram has been calculated using

drilled depth as the variable for lag distance. This has been chosen to account for the

slightly vaiying angle of the "horizontal" wells relative to the layers.

Allvariograms were modelled with two nested structures in order to catch both

long correlation ranges and short ranges.

The well showing the longest correlation range was modeled by a spherical struc-

ture with 480 meters range, see Figure 4.20. This gives an anisotropy ratio around

1:40 when compared to the vertical range of 12 meters. Considering that this well

does not provide a fair representation of the correlation range in the direction exactly
parallel to the layers, this 1:40 ratio was regarded as too small. To model the hori-

zontal correlation, that anisotropy ratio was increased to 1:120 for the longest range

structure.

In order to evaluate which anisotropy ratio would reproduce better the expected

geological continuity, a sensitivity analysis was performed simulating the log- calculated

porosity under three different anisotropy ratios: 1:25, 1:40, 1:120. The result of this

sensitivity analysis is discussed in the section 7.2 and presented in Figures 4.24 to 26.

Based on this sensitivity analysis and because the diagenetic process is deemed to

be the same for porosity and permeability, a unique variogram model was adopted

for all petrophysical properties within the Rl unit of the Dan field:
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(4.3)

This 3D anisotropic model has 20% nugget, a single short range 12 m. in the

vertical direction and two ranges of 24 m. and 1440 m. in the horizontal directions.

It is not to be used for vertical distances greater than 12 m.

4.5 Selection of the simulation technique

One important aspect of a geostatistical study is the selection of the appropriate

approach to perform the study. Depending upon the characteristic of the data an

Indicator (non-parametric) or a Gaussian (parametric) approach or other techniques

may be more suitable for stochastic imaging (simulation) of a field. For instance, if

the variable under study presents different correlation ranges depending on whether

it is low, median or high-valued, most likely an indicator approach will be more

recommendable. Otherwise, Gaussian techniques which are quite simple and have

a long story of successfull applications are in order, see discussion in [Deutsch and

Journel (1992), sections V.2 and 3].

When applying a Gaussian technique the first step is to perform the normal score

transform of the data. This transformation defines a new variable V which is, by

construction, (univariate) normally distributed. The Gaussian algorithm actually
requires that this new variable is also multivariate normally distributed. Therefore,

before going ahead with the simulation, it is necessary to check this last hypothesis.

Checking for Bivariate Normality

In practice, the check consists in verifying that the bivariate cdf of any pairs of

values Y(u), Y(u+h), V h, is normal [Deutsch and Journel (1992), section V.2.2].

/» 2 t 2 A 2

(~) +(~) + (y§)

/ 5 » A~2+ o.6osph\( — ) +(-^-) +(—)F V V 1440
; v 144

0; v l2
;
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To implement this check, experimental indicator variograms corresponding to specific

cutoffs are compared to the theoretical ones obtained through analytical and tabulated

relations such as:

(4.4)

where yp
= G~1(p) is the standard normal p-quantile and Cy(u) is the correlogram

of the standard normal RF Y(u) . The bivariate probability (4.4) is the non-centered

indicator covariance for the threshold yp :

(4.5)

where: 7(u;p) = 1, if Y^u) < yp \ zero, if not; and 7/(h;p) is the indicator

semivariogram for the p-quantile threshold yp.
The procedure for this check consists of:

calculating the experimental indicator variograms, corresponding to specific

thresholds, for instance: the first quartile (?/0.25 = —0.6744), the median (t/o.so =

0.0), the third quartile (y0.75
= 0.6744).

calculating and modeling the variogram 7y(h) of the normal scores.

using this variogram to determine the theoretical indicator variograms under a

bivariate Gaussian model, see relation (4.4).

The comparison between the experimental and Gaussian model indicator vari-

ograms allows the possibility of rejecting the Gaussian model.

Figure 4.18 shows the variograms of the normal score transforms of the core poros-

ity, core permeability and log calculated porosity in the vertical direction. The fol-

lowing models were adopted for the purpose of checking bivariate Gaussianity:

i /¦arcsinCy(h) ip-
Prob{Y(u) < ypjY(u+h) < yp } =p2+ — / cxP(-—^—)dd

It:Jo J- + sin v

Prob{Y(u) < yp,Y(u+h) < yp} = E{l(u;p) ¦ /(u+ h;p)} =p -
7/(h;p)
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Figures 4.21 to 4.23 show the experimental and Gaussian model indicator var-

iograms corresponding to the first,second and third quartiles for each of the three

petrophysical parameters. As can be seen, there is generally a good correspondence

for the first and third quartiles while for the median values this correspondence is not

so good. This means that the Gaussian model willbe able to represent better the

extreme values of the data set. Taking into account that the purpose of this study is

to provide data for flow simulation, where spatial distribution of the extreme values

is most consequential, the Gaussian model was deemed appropriate.

4.6 Joint conditional simulation

For the present study, the core-based isotropic permeability is considered as the first

primary variable to be simulated since it is the most crucial parameter for the flow

simulations to be performed later. The other primary variable to be jointly simulated

is the porosity. The wireline log-calculated porosity available from all wells used in

this study is considered as the soft or secondary data.

The study area of 3500mx 3500mwith a maximum thickness of 63m was covered

by a grid with 100x100x42 nodes for the stochastic simulation corresponding to a cell

size of 35 x35 x1.50 meters.

For the application of the present cosimulation algorithm the soft data must be

available at all points to be simulated. Since the log-calculated porosity is available

only along the 38 wells it is necessary to complete that information with a prior

simulation. A sequential Gaussian simulation algorithm [Deutsch and Journel (1992),
section V.2.3] was applied to simulate the log-porosity.

Since the size of the simulated area (3500m) is not much larger than the maximum

Core porosity: -yy(hz) = 0.3 +o.7sph(y/(^f

Core permeability: jY(hz ) = 0.35 + o.6ssph( y^yf)2

Log-calculated porosity: 7y(^„)= 0.2 + O.Ssph(yJ (|g)
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horizontal correlation range (1440 m) it was decided to perform the simulation in

two steps to guarantee that the larger scale features of the spatial continuity model

(variogram) is correctly reproduced [Gomez- Hernandez (1991); Deutsch and Journel

(1992), section V.1.3]:

First step: a conditional simulation of the log porosity over a coarse grid (175 m
x 175mx 3m) conditioned on the well data, using a large data search ellipsoid
(1600mx 1600mx 12m). This large search neighborhood allows reproduction of

the large scale structure of the horizontal variogram, yet, because of the coarse

grid, it does not contain too many nodes to be searched.

Second step: a conditional simulation ofporosity values over the final dense grid

(35m x 35m x 1.50m), using a smaller search neighborhood (800mx 800mx

12m) and only the values simulated in the first step as conditioning data. This

second step ensures the reproduction of the small scale structures of continuity.

Sensitivity analysis was performed to determine what would be the most realistic-

looking long range structure to adopt in the modelling. The simulation (two-steps
procedure) of the log porosity was performed considering three different long range

structures: 300m(1:25 anisotropy ratio); 480m(1:40 anisotropy ratio); and 1440m
(1:120 anisotropy ratio). Figures 4.24 to 4.26 show the grayscale maps for an horizon-

tal and a vertical section. It was considered that the best image of spatial continuity

within the Rlunit of the Dan field was that obtained using the longest range: 1440m.
The variogram model adopted for the normal scores (V) is spherical with 20%

nugget effect, an isotropic short horizontal range of 24m., an isotropic long horizontal

range of 1440m., and a vertical range of 12m., see expression (4.3).

The variogram of the simulated log porosity values is given in Figure 4.27. It is

seen to correctly reproduce the short and long scale ranges of the input model.

Once the log-calculated porosity is available at all grid points the cosimulation

algorithm can be applied. The joint simulation of permeability and porosity was

performed also in two steps for the reason previously stated. In the coarse grid the

search ellipsoid radii are 1600m. x 1600m. x 12m.. While for the fine grid the search

ellipsoid radii are 800m. x 800m. x 12m..
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The variogram model used for all the variables involved in the process (core per-

meability, core porosity, log calculated porosity) was that used for log porosity. From

the data available there is no evidence for assuming anything different.

The cross-covariance between these variables were obtained through the Markov-

model relation (2.11), as discussed in the preceding Chapter Two. The correlation

coefficients used for this Markov-model are given inTable 1.

4.7 Discussion of results

Figure 4.28 shows the histogram of the sample data used for conditioning the simu-

lation and the histogram of the simulated values for permeability, porosity and log

calculated porosity. As can be seen the distributions are correctly reproduced ac-

counting for expected statistical fluctuations.

Figure 4.29 shows the scatterplot between the simulated values of the three vari-

ables in the normal space. As can be seen from Table 1 the reproduction of the

original normal score data correlation is excellent.

Table 4.1: Comparison of input model correlation and resulting simulation correlation
(normal scores)

Figure 4.30 shows the scattergrams of the simulated values in the original space

after back transform. The banding artifact is due to the algorithm used for the

backtransformation. This algorithm use a transformation table, created in the initial

step of transforming the original data to normal scores, for interpolating between

original data values. If there are not enough classes or values in this table, then

simulated normal scores which differ littlewillbe backtransformed to the same original

value.

Variables Input model Simulation
permeability vs porosity 0.77 0.77

permeability vs log-porosity 0.71 0.70
porosity vs log-porosity 0.81 0.79
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This also explain why the rank correlation coefficients between the three simulated

variables inthe original space are slightly lesser than their counterparts in the normal

space.

Table 2 gives the sample correlation values vs. the correlation values of the simu-

lated parameters in the original space (after back transform). The correlation repro-

duction is seen to be reasonable, compare Figures 4.7 and 4.30.

Table 4.2: Comparison of sample correlation values and correlation values of the
simulated values in the original space.

Figure 4.31 shows the experimental and the simulated values correlograms in the

vertical direction for core porosity, log-porosity and permeability. As can be seen

the reproduction of the main structures is reasonable. It was not possible to make

this comparison for the horizontal direction because of the lack of definition of the

experimental variogram due to well spacing (approximately 500m).

Figures 4.32 and 4.33 show the grayscale maps of an horizontal and a vertical

section of simulated permeability and porosity. These figures show reproduction of

the long range horizontal structure as large elongated clouds of similar values. This

features becomes clearer in the color Figure 4.34. In this figure the high degree of

correlation between porosity and permeability values can be also observed.

Figure 4.35 shows the simulated porosity-permeability distribution and relation for

a given vertical section. The geological grid has been re-established, and the steeply

dipping part in the middle is in fact the major fault-plane that has been smoothed

by kriging of the maps used for grid relocation. In these figures each color scale

corresponds to a twentieth percentile. Again, reproduction of the high correlation

Variables Sample corr. Simulation
permeability vs porosity 0.77 0.71

permeability vs log-porosity 0.70 0.61
porosity vs log-porosity 0.79 0.73
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between these two parameters is observed as well as the erosion of the upper part of

the unit withpoorer reservoir properties.

The original core porosity data available at the wells were compared to the sim-

ulated core porosity values found in the cell in which the data fall. If several data
points exist in the same cell (that cell being 1.5 meters thick it is possible to have

up to 5 core measurements within the same cell), the average has been retained and

compared to the cell simulated value. Figure 4.36 shows that the correlation coeffi-

cient between the porosity simulated value and the average porosity data in the same

cell is 0.55, while for the permeability it is 0.38. The 0.55 correlation for porosity

might seem disappointing, but considering that the short horizontal range structure

is modelled with 24 meter range and 20% variance contribution, and that the nugget

constant is set to another 20%, the maximum correlation we can ever expect within

a 35 meter cell is 0.6. In that perspective, the 0.55 correlation is a good reproduction

of the input parameters that we wanted to control the simulation.

The reason for the permeability correlation to be smaller than that of porosity is

most probably due to the coefficient of variation for the permeability being larger,

which means that the variance for permeability inside a given cell is larger than that

for porosity.

Ifhigher correlation is wanted, i.e. better and more precise honoring of the hard

data, we could take away from the variogram model (3) both the nugget and the

short range structure, and only control the long range horizontal structure. This

would force a higher degree of precise honoring next to the data locations.

The values for the log-calculated porosity were taken from the well trace and

plotted against the nearest simulated value, see Figure 4.37. This plot shows the

ability of the simulation in reproducing the major trends in the porosity pattern and,

at the same time, the amount of very short scale variability.
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4.8 Conclusions

This study presents a typical geostatistical approach to reservoir modeling. The Dan

field study has allowed to identify the following typical phases:

Data gathering;

Data "cleaning";

Exploratory data analysis;

Stratigraphic coordinate transformation;

Selection of the appropriate geostatistical technique;

Variography;

Stochastic imaging.

The study was restricted to the geologically homogeneous Rl unit of the Maas-

trichtian formation of the Dan field. The data available for this study came from 36

wells (some of them directionals and some horizontals). The data consisted of log-

calculated porosity in the 36 wells, core porosity and core permeability data available

from 8 wells, structural maps, geological sections and geological interpretation.

In the "cleaning" phase the data related to the Rl unit were retrieved by identi-

fying the top and base of this unit in each well. In order to avoid "overflow" errors

the UTMcoordinates were transformed to cartesian coordinates having the following

UTM as origin : (631500, 6148500). To compute the true vertical depth (TVD) of

the sample along the directional wells, it was considered that these wells cross the Rl

unit linearly: a simple linear interpolation gave the TVD corresponding to a recorded

drill depth.

The exploratory analysis identified that the permeability sample data appears

lognormally distributed while the core porosity and log- calculated porosity have a

Gaussian- like distributions. No major trends were identified from the data available.
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A stratigraphic coordinate transformation was considered to ensure that the hor-

izontal continuity measure refers to the layer geometry rather than to some vertical

distance. Based on geological information that shows evidence of erosion in the upper

sequence of the unit, the stratigraphic coordinate transformation assumed an erosion

model. According to this model each sample information has its "z" coordinate com-

puted as the vertical distance related to the base of the unit.

The data used in this study satisfied checks of multiGaussianity making itpossible

to apply the collocated cosimulation algorithm.

The availability of directional and horizontal wells, not common in reservoir char-

acterization studies, allows better inference of the horizontal variograms. Amodel for

the horizontal variogram of the normal score data was developed by studying down-

the-well variograms, using the drill depth recorded in the horizontal and directional

wells as a ID coordinate. The vertical variogram showed a hole effect at distances

around 24 m due to vertical layering. However, this effect was not modeled since the

vertical effective search distance was limited to 12 m.

In order to apply the collocated cosimulation algorithm it is necessary that the

soft information, in this case the log-calculated porosity, be available all over the

field. Therefore, this parameter was completed by simulation prior to the cokriging

required by the collocated cosimulation algorithm. Since the size of the simulated area

is not much larger than the maximum horizontal correlation range, the simulation

was performed in two steps. The first step considered a conditional simulation over

a coarse grid conditioned on the well data, using a large data search ellipsoid. The

second step considered a conditional simulation over the final dense grid, conditioned

to the values simulated in the first step, using a smaller search neighborhood. This

procedure guarantees that the larger scale features of the spatial continuity model are

correctly reproduced. Yet, the procedure is quite fast since the step that considers

the large search neighborhood does not have too many points to calculate (coarse

grid).

The result of the study confirmed the homogeneous characteristic of the reservoir

with a high correlation between porosity and permeabilty. It is not expected that

different realizations (different images) of the petrophysical parameters willimpact
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much the flow simulation study because of the extreme homogeneity of the Rl unit

here considered. However, the availability of such fine scale stochastic images would

be useful for application of any upscaling technique, a necessary step in any flow

simulation study.
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Figure 4.1: Location map for producing fields and commercial discoveries in the
Danish Central Trough. Dan Field located in the southeastern part (after Jorgensen
k Andersen).
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Figure 4.2: South-North cross-section showing main structure, the units in the up-
permost chalk, and the tiltof matrix OWC in the Dan field (after Megson, 1992).
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Figure 4.3: Vertical porosity profile of well M-lOx across the producing zone.
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Figure 4.4: SEM photographs of details of the chalk sediments.
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Figure 4.5: Well locations in the area under study.
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Figure 4.6: Statistics of the well data.
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Figure 4.7: Scattergrams of sample petrophysical data.
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Figure 4.8: Profile of core porosity in three main directions NS, EW, vertical.
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Figure 4.10: Profile of log porosity in three main directions NS, EW,and vertical
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Figure 4.12: Top Maastrichtian Rl unit map.

Figure 4.13: Base Maastrichtian Rl unit map.
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Base of formation R1

Figure 4.14: Gray scale maps top and base of Rl unit, in the 125 m mapping grid.

X
Figure 4.15: Conditioning data for kriging, including both original map data on 125
m grid, and well data
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Figure 4.16: Gray scale maps of top and base of Rl unit in the 10 x 10 m grid (as
obtained from kriging) in the area treated in detail.
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Figure 4.19: Horizontal variograms of log porosity: omnidirectional, NS, EW, and
N4SE directions.
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Figure 4.20: Log-porosity pseudo "horizontal" variogram
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Figure 4.21: Experimental and Gaussian model-derived indicator variograms (first,
second, and third quartiles) for core permeability.
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Figure 4.22: Experimental and Gaussian model-derived indicator variograms (first,
second, and third quartiles) for core porosity.
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Figure 4.23: Experimental and Gaussian model-derived indicator variograms (first,
second, and third quartiles) for log-porosity.
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Figure 4.24: Gray scale maps of an horizontal and vertical (10 times exaggerated)
section of log-porosity simulation withanisotropy ratio = 1:25.
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Figure 4.25: Gray scale maps of an horizontal and vertical (10 times exaggerated)
section of log-porosity simulation with anisotropy ratio = 1:40.
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Figure 4.26: Gray scale maps of an horizontal and vertical (10 times exaggerated)
section of log-porosity simulation with anisotropy ratio = 1:120.
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Figure 4.27: Variogram of simulated log-porosity in the three main directions: NS,
EW, and vertical (experimental as dot and model as line).
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Figure 4.29: Scattergrams of simulated values in the normal space.
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Figure 4.30: Scattergrams of simulated values in the original space
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Figure 4.31: Experimental and simulated values (smooth curve) correlograms in the
vertical direction for core porosity, log-porosity and permeability.
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Figure 4.33: Gray scale maps of an horizontal and vertical (10 times exag.) section
of simulated permeability using anisotropy ratio 1:120.
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Figure 4.35
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Figure 4.36: Comparison of simulated value vs. average hard data found within the
same cell.
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Chapter 5

Simulation of multiple facies with

spatial ordering

This chapter discusses selected available techniques for simulating geological facies,

and presents an alternative approach to the sequential coindicator simulation algo-

rithm.

The motivation to develop an alternative approach to simulating geological facies

rose from the need ofhaving an algorithm that would consider facies cross relationship

yet without the burden of indicator cokriging.

Section 5.1 discusses the "two-stage model" where the first stage describes the ge-

ometric architecture of the reservoir (e.g., facies distribution) while the second stage

deals with spatial variability of the petrohysical parameters within each unit. This

section also discusses briefly the various techniques available for simulating geolog-

ical facies. Section 5.2 presents the proposed algorithm, called "Nearest Neighbor

Indicator Cokriging" nncolK. This algorithm accounts for the small distance cross

relationship between two critically related facies, e.g., facies mostly contiguous or fa-

cies rarely contiguous. This algorithm does not call for modeling any cross covariance

or solving any cokriging system. Section 5.3 presents a comparative study between

the proposed nncolK algorithm and the sequential indicator algorithm as applied

to a synthetic reference data set. Section 5.4 discusses the results and draw some

conclusions.

140
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5.1 Simulating geological facies

Many studies [Haldorsen and Damsleth, 1990; Damsleth et al, 1990; Alabert, 1990;

Almeida et al, 1992; Ballin, 1992] have shown that the geometric architecture of

reservoir flow units plays the most important role in reservoir performance. Once

these flow units are determined, the remainder intra-facies variability of petrophys-

ical variables (porosity, permeability) has a lesser impact on reservoir performance.

Consequently, any reservoir characterization study should consider a two step proce-

dure: first the large scale geological heterogeneities, those that may generate different

flow units are simulated; then, in a second step, the reservoir petrophysical properties

are conditionally simulated within each unit.

The prevailing techniques for simulating lithological facies are: Boolean, Trun-

cated Gaussian, Indicator Principal Component, Simulated Annealing, Sequential

Indicator simulation, and Sequential Coindicator simulation. The choice of a tech-

nique depends on the objective and scale of the study, the availability of data and

software, and the type of geometry to be simulated.

Boolean technique

The Boolean or object-based techniques [Haldorsen et al,1988; Dubrule, 1989;

Suro-Perez, 1991; Deutsch and Journel, 1992] consists of distributing in space objects

of random size and appropriate shape parameters.

These techniques do not aim at reproduction of specific bivariate statistics such as

covariances but at reproduction of specific geometry. For instance, ifwe are simulating

a geological environment with for main feature channels, one may consider dropping

in space elongated parallelepipedic shapes. Ifthe environment is turbiditic sands, an

ellipsoid shape could be used. One important decision is the selection of the shapes

to drop. For simplicity the shape is chosen so that its mathematical representation

uses only a few parameters. In the case of a parallelepipedic shape, six parameters

are necessary: thickness, length, width, and 3 angles. The ellipsoidal shape also

requires six parameters: the three semi axes, and the 3 angles. These shapes are said
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to be "parametric" since they depend on a mathematical representation with a few

parameters.

Another way of defining shapes is to consider discrete templates. This approach

consists of discretizing each shape into a template, i.e., a finite set of points defining

the geological object. The template approach is more flexible than the parametric

one in that it can allow any complex shape.

In a nutshell, Boolean algorithm consists of the following steps:

1. Determine the distribution of each shape parameter. For instance, in the case

of ellipsoids, the six cdf 's for angles and semi-axes. In all rigor, these shape

parameters should be drawn jointly from a. multivariate distribution.

2. Draw the shape parameters.

3. Randomly find a center within the reservoir volume and drop the object with

the previously determined shape parameters.

4. Check the proportion of each shape in the reservoir volume. Keep drawing

objects until the target proportions are matched.

The Boolean algorithm is simple, flexible, and may be applicable in two or three

dimensions. It is a technique to be used at early stages of field development when

the few number of well data associated to geological uncertainty justify a model that

ignores specific spatial relationships between lithological facies [Dubrule, 1989]. A

Boolean approach is a trial-and-error process where various combinations and inter-

actions are tried until a visually satisfactory image of the geological architecture of

the reservoir is obtained.

The drawbacks of this technique are: the randomness of the shape locations in

space and the difficulty to infer distributions for the shape parameters. Also, geo-

logical facies are usually much more complex than the simplistic parametric shapes

usually considered.
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Truncated Gaussian Simulation

The truncated Gaussian simulation algorithm [Journel and Isaaks, 1984; Matheron

et al., 1987; Xv and Journel, 1993] consists of transforming original facies indicator

data into a continuous Gaussian information, simulating a Gaussian field conditional

to that information, then applying normal score thresholds to transform the simulated

Gaussian field into lithofacies codes.

Consider X lithological facies indicator defined as:

(5.1)

These indicator data are transformed into pseudocontinuous ?/-data to condition

the simulation of a Gaussian field Y(u). This Gaussian field is then truncated by K—\

threshold curves or surfaces £*(v),k = 1, ..., X— 1, generating a spatial distribution

of X lithological facies.

The thresholds curves r^-(u) are defined from the local proportions curves pk>(u).

Let 7Tfc(u) be the cumulative probabilities for a given ordered sequence of the X facies:

The corresponding normal thresholds values are the corresponding normal quan-

tiles:

where G 1(.) is the inverse of the standard normal cumulative distribution function

G{y) = Prob{Y <y}.

This procedure guarantees that the global proportion of facies k is:

If facies kis observed at location ua, then the pseudo Gaussian data y(ua) is

drawn at random in the interval (£&-i7 tk ).

{1 ifv belongs to facies k

0 ifnot

X
**(u)=SM«)«[M], *=1,'...,* (5.2)

k'=i

**(v)= G-^tt^u)), k = 1, ..., X-1 (5.3)

/ pk(u)du =pk
= 7T k

-
TTfc.i = G(tk )-G(tk_i)
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Thus, a sequential Gaussian simulation can be performed conditional to the trans-

formed data y(ua), a =1,...,n.

The covariance used in the generation of this Gaussian field can be modeled di-

rectly from the y(ua)'s data or from some weighted average of the pdf-type indicator

covariances, as suggested by Xv and Journel, 1993:

where Ck(h) is the indicator covariance for facies k.

Ateach location, the normal thresholds tk(u) (see relation 5.3) are used to truncate

the Gaussian realization ys(u) inorder to generate the lithofacies codes. For instance:

if ys (u) < ti(u) then v belongs to facies 1; if£3(11) < j/s (u) < t4(u) then v belongs

to facies 4.

The truncated Gaussian simulation algorithm consists of the following steps:

1. Estimate the local proportions p(u) of the different lithofacies. This can be done

through indicator kriging or any other technique such as an inverse weighted

average of the indicator semivariogram corresponding to each lithofacies, that

is:

where A is a standardization factor:

and n(u) is the number of indicator data found in the search neighborhood

around v [Xv and Journel, 1993].

2. At each node grid point determine the (X — 1) normal score threshold values

tk(u) using relation (5.3).

3. Transform the categorical facies data into normal score t/-data.

£^iPk(i-Pk)

n(u) £Pfc(u) = V —(

n(u) -,
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4. Perform the sequential Gaussian simulation of the Gaussian field Y(u) condi-

tional to the ?/-data.

5. Truncate the previous Gaussian field by the threshold curves tk(u) obtained in
step (2).

The main advantages of the truncated Gaussian algorithm are honoring of the

conditioning data and approximated reproduction of the input proportion curves.

Also, the algorithm allows integration of hard and soft data during the initial step of

proportion curves determination.

The method does not allow reproducing any specific facies indicator variogram.

The simulated indicator variograms are imposed by the Y-covariance and the distri-

bution in space of the proportion values pk(u).

Another limitation is related to the truncation paradigm which does not allow

facies (k —1)to be contiguous to facies (k -j-1) unless at that location the proportion

of facies k is zero (pk(u) — 0), entailing tk(u) = tk_\{\\). This makes the choice of the

sequence of threshold values tk(u), from k=lto k =XKt

— 1, a critical aspect in the

application of the technique since it determines the spatial ordering of the simulated

facies.

Simulated Annealing

Simulated annealing was originally an algorithm for the solution of optimization

problems rather than as a stochastic simulation technique [Kirkpatrick et al., 1983;

Farmer C, 1991; Deutsch and Journel, 1992]. The basic idea here is to perturb

an initial image until it reaches an objective function. This objective function is a

measure of the difference between the desired spatial characteristics and those of a

candidate image [Deutsch, 1992].
First, an initialimage is generated by assigning the conditioning data to the near-

est grid nodes and drawing all remaining node values at random from the global

distribution. This initial image is then continually modified by, e.g., swapping pairs
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of grid nodes (not including the conditioning data) until the objective function con-

sidered is driven small enough. Swaps that decreases the objective function are always

accepted. Swaps that increases the objective function may be accepted or not. In

the beginning there is a higher probability that swaps which increase the objective

function are accepted. As the process continues this probability decreases. The idea

is to avoid the image being frozen at some local minimum of the objective function

before it reaches its minimum.

One critical aspect of any annealing technique is the definition of the objective

function. Several authors [Farmer, 1988; Deutsch, 1992] have proposed differents

objective functions relevant to the generation of lithological facies indicators. For
example, an objective function can be defined as the sum of the squared difference

between the semivariogram 7*(h) of the simulated realization and a pre-specified

semivariogram model 7(h) divided by the square of the semivariogram model value

[Deutsch, 1992]:

In the simulated annealing process the image is modified until the objective func-

tion approaches zero.

The general annealing algorithm proceeds with the following steps

1. Generate an easily constructed initial image 2r4 (u z ),z = 1,...,rc. This can be

done by assigning the conditioning data values to the nearest grid nodes and

drawing the values at random from the stationary univariate distribution F(z)

for the remaining grid nodes.

2. Compute the objective function O based on the model and the realization statis-

tics.

3. Perturb the image z(\ii),i = 1,...,n by some mechanism to generate a new

realization z (ut-),z = 1,...,n. For example, swap the value assigned to two

different grid nodes chosen at random ( the nodes assigned to the conditioning
data are not visited).

4. Update the objective function.

„[7'(h) -7(h)]2

r 7(h)2
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5. Accept the swap ifit decreases the objective function. Reject the swap, with a

pre-defined probability, if it increases the objective function.

6. Return to step 3 until the objective function approaches zero or until there has

not been any significant improvement in the image inthe last series of iterations.

Simulated annealing has been proven to allow very good reproduction ofhistogram

and variogram models, besides honoring local conditioning data. Due to the flexibility

in defining the objective function, annealing techniques can be used to reproduce

features other than two point statistics, e.g., three or even higher multiple point

statistics.

The limitation of this algorithm is CPU time. Also, the algorithm may require a

training image to obtain reference multiple-point statistics.

One most useful application of simulated annealing is to post-process images gen-

erated by others faster simulation techniques [Deustch and Journel, 1992]. The initial

random image that usually starts the simulated annealing process is substituted by

a more elaborated image generated by a faster simulation technique. This image

which already possesses some of the desired features is then improved by incorporat-

ing other features not captured by the original simulation technique. For instance,

when simulating lithological facies one may use the sequential indicator simulation

approach to reproduce the spatial auto correlation of each facies indicator. Then, use

the annealing technique to post-process the image to include transition frequencies

between different facies types or a curvilinear feature observed for a given rock type,

which are not captured using the sequential indicator technique [Murray C, 1992].

Indicator Principal Component Kriging

Indicator Principal Component Kriging (IPCK) is a non-parametric technique

that provides conditional distributions taking into account the indicator auto and

cross covariances [Suro- Perez, 1988; Suro-Perez and Journel, 1991]. This technique

combined with the sequential simulation algorithm provides an alternative technique

for generating stochastic images of lithological facies.
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This technique starts with a variogram analysis of facies indicator data:

(5.4)

Consider the matrix Arelating the original facies indicator vectorIto itsprincipal

component vector V :

(5.5)

where I( v) is the indicator vector of dimension X defined at each location v:

(5.6)

The X principal components Yk(u) are, by construction, orthogonal at a specific
separation vector h , i.e., Cov{Yk(u), Yk'(u -f- h)}=0.

The ( XxX)matrix AT is obtained from the spectral decomposition of the indi-

cator covariance matrix (S/(h )) at separation vector h':

with D being the diagonal matrix of the X eigenvalues of the indicator covariance

matrix, and A an orthogonal matrix.

One typical choice for the separation vector is h = 0. At h =0, the noncentered

crosscovariance is equal to zero and the crosscovariance is simply:

where pk is the first moment of the indicator random variable:

Once the matrix A is obtained, it is possible to model the conditional distribution

of each facies, Prob{uek \ n) by kriging the indicator principal components (IPC's).

Such model is:

I 1 if v belongs to facies skI(u;k)={
{ 0 ifnot

where k is one of X facies.

Y(u) = [F1(u)....Ft(u)F =ATI(u)

I(u)= [/(u; 51),....,/(u;^)] T

pw(/(u; fc), /(u +h'; *'))]
-

S 7(V)
-

ADAT (5.7)

d(0; k,k') = -pkpk>

E{l(u;k)}= Prob{uek] = pk
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where [/(u; k\(n)]*IPCK is the conditional distribution model obtained by IPCK;a fc
'

k

is an element of the matrix A and Y*,(u) is an estimate of the kth-indicator principal

component Y(u) as defined in relation ( 5.5) and as obtained by simple kriging or

ordinary kriging.

The indicator principal component simulation algorithm ipcsim consists of the

following steps:

1. Perform the orthogonalization of the indicator covariance matrix at some spe-

cific lag (usually h= 0) to obtain the orthogonal matrix ofprincipal components

loadings AT = [akk>].

2. Compute the indicator principal component data, yk(u), and model their vari-

ograms.

3. Define a random path through all nodes to be simulated.

4. At each location, perform X indicator krigings to obtain the X estimated prin-

cipal component indicators, yk(u). The conditioning information consists of the

principal component data and the previously simulated y^-values.

5. Perform a linear back-transform, see relation (5.8), to obtain the X conditional

probabilities pk(u) at each location. Correct any order relations deviation.

6. Define any ordering of the X lithological facies, say, 1,2,..,K, to establish a

cdf-type distribution function, with X intervals:

7. Draw a random number p uniformly distributed in [o,l]. The interval in which

p falls determine the simulated facies category at location v.

p'k(n) = Prob'(uek) = [/(u;k)}'IPCK
= £ «*',**?(«) (5.8)

[o,pi(.)],(pn-),p;(-)+rf(-)],-,(i-Eri(-),i]
fc=i
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The ipcsim algorithm presents (theoretically) the advantage of injecting informa-

tion related to the spatial cross correlation between lithological facies. In all rigor,

the cross correlation is reproduced only at the lag h considered for the covariance

matrix spectral decomposition.

One drawback of performing the estimation step (kriging) in the principal com-

ponent space rather than in the original space is the lack of intuition to interpret the

parameters of the IPC variograms. Prior soft information about continuity and/or
anisotropy of the spatial distribution of the facies themselves does not help in the

modeling of the IPC variograms.

Another drawback is the spread of specific facies anisotropy over several indicator

principal components resulting in a blurring of that anisotropy over the various facies

ccdf models.

Sequential Indicator Simulation

Sequential indicator simulation [Alabert, 1987;Journel, 1989; Journel and Alabert,

1990; Alabert and Massonat, 1990; Deustch and Journel, 1992] is a non- parametric

technique in the sense that itis not based on any prior Gaussian or parametric random

function model.

This technique requires the transformation of the original lithological facies data

s k(u) into a series of spatially distributed binary variables:

(5.9)

The facies are mutually exclusive and exhaustive, i.e., any location v belongs to

one and only one of X categories, with:

The most important property of an indicator random variable is that its marginal dis-

tribution is fully characterized by a single parameter, its mean, equal to the marginal

I 1 if v belongs to facies skz(u;A: = <
0 ifnot

£/(u;*) =l
k

_-(u;'jb).l(u;ife') = 0, Vk= k
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probability of facies k0:

(5.10)

Similarly the conditional expectation of /(u; k0) given the information (n) is:

(5.11)

Therefore one can get a model for the conditional probability Prob{ues k \ (n) by

evaluating the corresponding indicator conditional expectation E{l(u]ko) \ (n)}.

This estimation can be done by direct simple kriging of the indicator variable

I(ulk):

where j9 ô e[o,l] is the marginal probability for category k0 inferred from the declus-

tered proportion of data of type kO. The weights Aa are obtained through the solution

of a simple kriging system using the indicator covariance of category sko.

The sequential facies indicator simulation algorithm consists of the following steps:

1. Obtain all facies indicator data values.

2. Define a random path visiting, once and only once, all grid nodes.

3. At each location v,perform indicator kriging for estimating the X probabilities

Prob*(u; k | (.)). The conditioning information (.) consists of both the original

indicator data and the previously simulated values i*(ua
,k).

4. Ifnecessary, correct the previous probabilities for order relations deviation.

5. Define any ordering of the X categories, for instance, 1, 2, ..., K.This ordering

defines a cdf-type function with X intervals:

E{l(u;k0 )}= l.Prob{ues ko }+ V (O.Prob{ues k>})
k'^k0

E{l(u;k0) | (n)} = Prob{l{u;k0 ) =1 | (n)}= Prob{ues ko | (»)}

Prob*{l(u:k0)=1 | (n)} =pko +flXM(*a> *b)-Pk0 ] (5.12)
a=l

[Q,ri(-)}, «(•),*!(•)+ ?!(•)]>.... (i-E ?*(•).i]
k=l
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6. Draw a number p from an uniform distribution [o,l]. The class in which p falls

determines the simulated lithological facies at location v. This information is

then added to the conditioning data to be used for simulating the next node.

One major advantage of the sequential indicator technique is the ability of control-

ling the spatial relationship specific to each facies. This spatial relationship is inferred

from the indicator data available. Another major advantage is the ability to account

for soft information. If that soft information can be coded into prior local probability

values pjfc(u), simple indicator kriging can be used to update that information into a

posterior probability value.

One drawback of the sequential indicator simulation approach is the order relation

problem common to all methods that estimate conditional probability distributions

based on the data available rather than assuming some prior multivariate distribu-

tion model. Order relation corrections often introduce noise in the simulation image.
Also, the sequential indicator simulation approach is more demanding than the tra-

ditional Gaussian parametric algorithm. First, one must infer and model the spatial
covariance of each category. Then, one must solve one kriging system at each node

and for each category being simulated. Another disadvantage of the sequential indi-

cator simulation algorithm is its inability to reproduce the spatial cross correlation

(transition probabilities) between categories. Iftransition probabilities are important

to be reproduced another algorithm which accounts for facies cross correlation, such

as sequential coindicator simulation, should be used.

Sequential coindicator simulation

The sequential coindicator simulation algorithm follows an approach similar to

that for sequential indicator simulation. The difference is in the estimation step to

determine the local ccdf values. Instead of indicator kriging, an indicator cokriging

is used.

The main (theoretical) advantage of using cokriging is reproduction of the indica-

tor spatial cross correlation beyond reproduction of their direct correlation.

The major drawback of the coindicator simulation algorithm is the necessity of
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inferring and modeling a full indicator cross covariance matrix. Another additional

drawback is a substantial increase in order relation problems, which may wipe out

the advantage of cokriging, [Goovaerts, 1993] .

The limitations listed above for the several techniques reviewed imply that there

is still room for improvement both in terms of accuracy and practicality.

5.2 Nearest neighbor indicator cokriging

The IKalgorithm for modeling the conditional probability of facies k0 accounts only

for the indicator data iko related to that same facies, i.e., the only information retained

is the presence or absence of facies ko at neighboring locations ua
- This conditional

probability is written as:

Sometimes it is important to account for the proximity of an indicator datum of a

different type, e.g., ik< = 1 indicating presence in the neighborhood of uof the facies

k0 most (or least) contiguous to facies kO. Such additional information would allow

obtaining a higher (or lower) probability of encountering facies k0 at location v. Such

cross-correlation between facies is not taken into account in the IK algorithm.

One solution would be to consider an indicator cokriging algorithm. This ap-

proach accounts for data, about presence/ absence of facies k =£ kO, thus it accounts

for transition probabilities through the cross- covariances C/(u — ua; £0,k). The cor-

responding conditional probability of having facies k at location v becomes:

n

Prob*{uek0 \ (n)} -pko
= V 'Wo W u«; kj)~

Pk0] (5.13)
a=l

n

Prob* {uek0 \ (n)} ~Pk O =YYXa,k' [7(u«5 *')-Pk'
k' «=1

with: pko =E{l(u;k0)}
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The problem with the coIK approach is the tedious inference and modeling of

all indicator cross-co variances. As soon as the number of facies to be simulated is

greater than three this algorithm becomes impractical. Also, coIK generates many

more order relations problems which may wipe out the advantage of using the cross

correlation information.

The "nearest neighbor coIK" (nncolK) algorithm is a shortcut to the fullcoIK in

that it completes the IK information with the sole cross correlated datum /(u ;k ) if

and only if j v
—

v |<hmax, i.e., ifv is close enough to v.

The nncoik idea consists of using the nearest cross-information t(u ,k0) for esti-

mating the probability that v belongs to facies ko, if the distance | v
—

v | is small

and facies A:0 is strongly related to facies kO. In the case |v— v |> hmax the cross

information brought by t(ll,k0) is deemed too remote to be used, and the estimation

reduces to the traditional IKestimate. When |v— v |< hmax the cross information

is used, the corresponding coIK estimator is then written:

The corresponding coIK system is:

This system still requires modeling C/(h; k0) and C/(h; k0;k0). To make the pro-

cedure even simpler, one may introduce the nncoik estimator as a sole function of

the unique cross information brought by the indicator datum z(u ;k0), through the

classical regression expression:

To maximize the impact of the information brought by i(u;A:0) one may consider

the correlation coefficient value at lag zero in equation (5.14):

n

Prob*{uefa \ (n)}-pko
= V 'Wo [^(ua;fa) -Pk0] + v [l(u;k'0) -pk>^

J £2=l x/3Ci(ua
-up, fa) +

a
-v'; fa;k'0) = Ci(ua -v;k0) ,a =1,..,n

\ itfixpCi(u -u^"; fa;k'0 )+ vpk>^{\ -Pk'j = Ci{u -v;k0;k'0 )

"t;*>r-»-= P(u -v; fc;ptyy-^ (5.14)
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that is:
(5.15)

The estimator (5.15) can be seen as an updating of the prior probability pko by

a term associated to the cross information /(u ;k0). To account for the informa-

tion brought by the n direct indicator data I(ua;fa), the prior probability pko in

equation (5.15) is replaced by the pre-posterior probability given by the IKestimate

[/(u; fa)]*IK. Finally the proposed nncolK estimate is written:

(5.16)

Note that the nncoik estimator is unbiased since:

per the unbiasedness of the IK estimator.

The facies k0 can be chosen as a facies that cannot be contiguous to the facies

k0 being estimated, or the facies most often contiguous to facies kO. An attrac-

tion/repulsion factor (itk') is added to equation (5.16) to account for the type of

relationship between fa and k0 being considered. Then, equation (5.16) is written:

(5.17)

If z(u ;k0) =1, i.e., if there is a close- by location v where k0 prevails, the cross

information lowers the IK probability that v belongs to facies k0 when a repulsion-

type relationship (itk>
——1) between fa and k0 is present. The cross information

increases the IKprobability if there is an attraction-type relationship between facies

k0 and fa (itk> =1).

[I(u;fa)]*-pkQ Pk0 Pk
>
o

[l(u;k0)-Pli]
y/pko(l-Pko) 0(l~ Pko)Pk'

0
(l~Pk'J yJPk'SI~

Pk'0)

[/<„;ko)}'=pfc
--^- [/(«';k'0)

-
Pk,}

Kg

[/(»!*)£___ = {"^oI(« + 1)} = [/(«;Ml*,*- TT^-T [7(v'; fco) -Pt;]
V P*JJ

E{lI(u;k0)]'nnco[K } = E{[l(vi;k0)]'lK}=pko,

I 7(U; fa)TnncolK = [7(u;fa)Tii<+ l7^'s^) ~K.
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Ifz'(u ;k0) =0, i.e., ifk0 does not prevail at the close-by location v , then the cross

information increases the IKprobability that v belongs to facies k0 when a repulsion-

type relationship is present, and decreases it when an attraction-type relationship is

present.

A more drastic correction would be to set the estimated probability [I(u; fa)]n
nCoiK

itself to zero if z(u ;k0) — 1 and a repulsion-type relationship (itk> = —1) is present,

or set it to one if an attraction-type relationship is present (itk> =1).

The estimator (5.17) is globally unbiased whatever the type of relationship be-

tween facies k0 and kO. If a repulsion- type relationship is present:

as it should.

Ifan attraction-type relationship is present:

Thus,

as it should.

E {[/(u;k0))'nncolK | 7(u'; k'0) =l}=E {[/(u;fe)]'X}-fto = 0

E{[l(u;«b)L_,„ Ir(W;k'0)=0}= £ {[/(u;h,)]'X}+ y-jy=P^iy—)
k0 "kQ

Thus,

E{[l(u;ko)TnncolK }=E{[l(u;ko)TnncolK \ I(u;k'0)=l}.pk
> +

E {[>(v;fa)YnncolK | /(u;k'0) =0} .(1-p,;) = O.(p^) +p^r-~-.(l-pk.) -_ Pfco ,
Kg

E {[/(u;ko )}"nncolK | I(u;k'0) =l}=E {[/(u;ko)]'IK}+pko
= 2Pko

c {\H-;*b)C___jc I '("';O = 0} = £ {[/(u;fcjjjjr}- y^yy=».(t4^)

E{[l(u;k0 )]:ncoll<}= E{[l(u;k0)}'nncolK | /(u';^) = I}. +̂

1-2pk
,

E{[l(u;ko)TnncolK |I(u';k'0) =OJ .(1-pk>J = 2Pko .(pk,) + pko j_ f•(!-P^) =P*o,
fc0
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Simulation with nncoik follows the same procedure as the sequential indicator

simulation approach described in the previous section. The only additional step cor-

responds to the determination of the distance between the location v being simulated

and the location v of the nearest cross information. Ifthat distance |v —v |is smaller

than a pre-defined distance (hmax )an additional term is added to the traditional IK

estimate to account for that single cross information. Otherwise, the IK estimate

is retained. The program nncolK can be seen as an extension of GSLIB program

sisimpdf . Appendix 2 gives a description of that program and the corresponding
parameters file.

5.3 Validation test

To test the nncolK algorithm, a reference synthetic data set (50 x 50 pixels) with 3
classes was considered. This reference set was originated from the file true .Dat of the
public domain software GSLIB [Deutsch and Journel, 1992, p. 35]. This original data

set comprises 2,500 values on a regular 2D grid. The data are continuous lognormally

distributed and was generated from a sequential Gaussian simulation using the GSLIB

program sgsim. This continuous reference set was then truncated by its second and

third quartile threshold values to generate the reference (3 facies) categorical data

set used in this comparative study. Figure 5.1 shows the reference image and Table

5.1 gives the corresponding statistics. Note that there is a very short transition

between facies 1 (white) and 3 (black). The test consists inchecking that the nncolK

simulation algorithm succeeds in reducing the probability of transition from 1 to 3,

as compared to the traditional IK approach. The program sisimpdf, in GSLIB, was

used to run the IKapproach.

Facies proportion ITransition proportion

Table 5.1: Statistics of the reference image.

Reference image 0.51 0.25 0.24 0.51 0.08 0.41
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Reference

Figure 5.1: Reference image

125 values were sampled at random from the training image to become the condi-

tioning data set. Figure 5.2 shows the sample locations and Table 5.2 gives the sample

facies proportions. The sample set was selected such as to reproduce reasonably the

population statistics, so that sample deviations do not blur the comparison intended.

Table 5.2: Sample facies proportions.

Facies proportion

Sample dat set 0.51 0.26 0.23
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Sample locations50.0

3.0
40.0

30.0

2.0

20.0

10.0

1.00

0.0

Figures 5.3 to 5.5 show the experimental indicator auto and cross- variograms in

the NS and EW directions, all using the 2500 values of the reference image. These

figures also gives the isotropic models retained for the auto variograms:
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Figure 5.2: Sample locations.
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Figure 5.3: Semivariogram for indicator of facies 1 in NS and EW directions, and
cross semivariogram between indicators of facies 1 and 2 for same directions
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Figure 5.4: Semivariogram for indicator of facies 2 in NS and EW directions, and
cross semivariogram between indicators of facies 2 and 3 for same directions
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Figure 5.5: Semivariogram for indicator of facies 3 in NS and EW directions, and
cross semivariogram between indicators of facies 1 and 3 for same directions
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The maximum separation distance (hmax) for considering a complementary cross

information was set to 1unit, that is one pixel away. Ifthe cross information is is more

than one pixel away from the point being simulated, it is ignored, i.e., the algorithm

reverts to straight IK.The last column of Table 5.4 (Additional term) shows, for each

of six realizations, the number of simulated values for which the cross information

was considered out of a total of 2500 grid nodes.

Table 5.3 shows the results of 6 realizations performed using the IK algorithm

(sisimpdf), while Table 5.4 shows the results of 6 realizations using the nncolK

algorithm with the same random seeds, thus the same random paths. For that nncoik

run facies 1 was considered least contiguous to facies 3, and facies 2 most contiguous

to facies 3. As can be seen, the nncolK approach achieves its objective of reduction

of the transition probability between facies 1 and 3, as compared to the IK scores.

Because the nncolK algorithm is made aware that the facies most contiguous to facies

2 is facies 3, the result is an increase of the transition probability between facies 2

and 3, as compared to the IK scores: 18% down from 27% for IK.

The average order relation correction (avg. corr.) on the conditional probabili-

ties is larger when using the nncolK approach, as expected from any cokriging type

approach.

Table 5.3: Statistics of six realizations using sisimpdf .

Realiz. Seed Facies proportion Transition frequencies avg.
1 <£> 2 1& 3 2^3 corr.

1 123569 0.50 0.26 0.24 0.50 0.21 0.30 0.06
2 161151 0.45 0.28 0.27 0.43 0.26 0.31 0.06
3 100354 0.46 0.25 0.29 0.48 0.29 0.23 0.06
4 100484 0.51 0.25 0.24 0.47 0.26 0.27 0.06
5 280786 0.45 0.26 0.29 0.44 0.27 0.29 0.06
6 030546 0.49 0.26 0.25 0.44 0.30 0.26 0.06

avg. 0.48 0.26 0.26 0.46 0.27 0.27 0.06
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Real. Seed Facies prop. Transition prop. avg. Add.

Table 5.4: Statistics of six realizations using nncolK with hmax
=1 pixel .

Table 5.5 shows the results of 6 realizations performed using the nncolK algorithm,

but this time not accounting for the transition between facies 2 and 3. That is, when

determining the probability of being at facies 2 no additional term is considered, i.e.,

the algorithm is straight IK. As expected, the transition frequencies between facies 2

and 3 are decreased when compared to results shown inTable 5.4, and the transition

frequencies between facies 1 and 3 are increased.

Real. Seed Facies prop. Transition prop. avg.

Table 5.5: Statistics of six realizations using nncolK not accounting for the transition
between facies 2 and 3.

1<3>2 I^3 2^3 corr. terms

1 123569 0.54 0.24 0.21 0.45 0.18 0.37 0.11 1988
2 161151 0.52 0.22 0.26 0.37 0.19 0.44 0.11 2004
3 100354 0.49 0.25 0.26 0.41 0.18 0.41 0.12 1990
4 100484 0.52 0.24 0.24 0.37 0.17 0.46 0.12 1998
5 280786 0.54 0.22 0.24 0.41 0.20 0.39 0.11 1994
6 030546 0.55 0.23 0.22 0.45 0.18 0.37 0.11 2007

avg. 0.53 0.23 0.24 0.41 0.18 0.41 0.11

1<^ 2 1&3 2^3 corr.

1 123569 0.50 0.24 0.26 0.48 0.21 0.31 0.14
2 161151 0.46 0.22 0.32 0.41 0.21 0.38 0.15
3 100354 0.43 0.25 0.32 0.44 0.21 0.35 0.15
4 100484 0.49 0.22 0.29 0.41 0.22 0.37 0.14
5 280786 0.47 0.24 0.29 0.48 0.20 0.32 0.14
6 030546 0.50 0.24 0.26 0.52 0.19 0.29 0.14

avg. 0.48 0.23 0.29 0.46 0.21 0.33 0.14
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Table 5.6 shows the results of 6 realizations using the nncoik but this time the

facies most contiguous to facies 2 is taken as facies 1. As expected, the transition

frequency between facies 1 and 2 increases, while the transition frequency between

facies 2 and 3 decreases when compared to results shown inTable 5.4. The transition

frequency between facies 1 and 3 also increases as well as the average order relation

correction when compared to the same figures in Table 5.4.

Real. Seed

Table 5.6: Statistics of six realizations using nncolK considering facies 1 as most
contiguous to facies 2.

Table 5.7 shows the results of the 6 realizations with nncolK but this time the

drastic correction was considered. That is, if there is a close- by location where k0

prevails (z(u ;k0) = 1) and a repulsion-type relationship is present, then the esti-

mated probability [I(u; fa)YnncolK is set to zero. Ifan attraction-type relationship is

present this estimate is set to one. The algorithm is informed that facies 2 was most

contiguous to facies 3 and facies 1 least contiguous to 3. In average the transition

frequency reproduction is improved. The transition frequency between facies 1 and

3 has decreased, while that between facies 1 and 2 has increased when compared to

the results shown in Table 5.4. The order relation correction magnitude has also

increased when compared to the results shown in Table 5.4.

Facies prop. Transition prop. avg.

I \~2 3 I<^>2|l<^3|2<^3 corr.

1 123569 0.43 0.22 0.35 0.52 0.23 0.25 0.22
2 161151 0.37 0.21 0.42 0.49 0.21 0.30 0.24
3 100354 0.37 0.21 0.42 0.50 0.22 0.28 0.24
4 100484 0.39 0.20 0.41 0.47 0.24 0.29 0.24
5 280786 0.40 0.22 0.38 0.50 0.23 0.27 0.23
6 030546 0.42 0.22 0.36 0.55 0.22 0.23 0.23

avg. 0.40 0.21 0.39 0.51 0.22 0.27 0.23
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Table 5.7: Statistics of six realizations using nncolK considering a drastic correction
and facies 3 as most contiguous to facies 2.

Figure 5.6 shows grayscale maps of 3 realizations using the IK and nncolK ap-

proaches. As expected, the nncolK algorithm reproduces better the facies nesting
thanks to the additional information about transition probabilities. This comes at

the cost of a higher nugget effect due to the larger average order relation correction.

Real. Seed Facies prop. Transition prop. avg.

1&2 1<*3 2^3 corr.

1 123569 0.56 0.27 0.17 0.47 0.15 0.38 0.22
2 161151 0.53 0.26 0.21 0.41 0.15 0.44 0.24
3 100354 0.51 0.29 0.20 0.44 0.14 0.42 0.24
4 100484 0.53 0.27 0.20 0.39 0.14 0.47 0.25
5 280786 0.56 0.25 0.19 0.44 0.16 0.40 0.23
6 030546 0.56 0.27 0.17 0.48 0.14 0.38 0.22

avg. 0.54 0.27 0.19 0.44 0.14 0.42 0.23
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Figure 5.6: Comparison between sisimpdf and nncolK realizations
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5.4 Conclusions

To assess uncertainty related to production forecasts, geostatistical modeling of a

reservoir should proceed in two stages. The first stage accounts for the large scale

geological heterogeneities that may generate different flow units. The second stage

considers the numerical modeling of reservoir properties within each separate flow

unit.

The technique to be used for the first stage of simulation of the flow units depends

on the objective and scale of the study, the availability of data, and the type of

geometry to be simulated. Several techniques are available to simulate geological

facies. The Boolean algorithm, which consists of drawing shapes at random in the

reservoir volume, is simple and flexible. However, it does not account for any specific

statistical relations such as covariance or transition probability. Also it is difficult

to condition to well data. It is a technique to be used when few conditioning data

are available and specific statisticals relationships between lithological facies are still

uncertain.

The truncated Gaussian simulation technique consists of simulating lithological
facies by applying normal score thresholds onto a Gaussian field. The Gaussian

field is obtained through a Gaussian simulation conditional to a continuous Gaussian

pseudo data obtained from the original facies indicator data. This technique allows an

approximate reproduction of the input facies spatially variable proportions. However,

it does not allow reproduction of any specific facies indicator variogram. Also, the

truncation paradigm imposes a spatial ordering in the generated facies.

The simulated annealing algorithm consists of perturbing an initial image until

it reaches an objective function. This objective function is related to specific spatial

characteristics to be reproduced; for example it allows very good reproduction of

variograms. Due to the flexibilityin defining the objective function, the technique
allows reproduction of three or even higher multiple point statistics. However, a

training image would be required to obtain such reference multiple point statistics.

This technique may be very demanding in CPU time.The most useful application

of simulated annealing is in the post-processing images generated by others faster
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simulation techniques.

Indicator principal component kriging simulation technique calls for transforming

the original indicator variables intotheir independent principal components for a given

covariance matrix. The simulation is performed on these independent factors and

the simulated results are backtransformed into the original variables. This technique

allows to inject information related to the spatial cross correlation between lithological
facies. However, in all rigor, the cross correlation is reproduced only at the separation

distance considered for the covariance matrix. Another limitation of this technique is

the lack of intuition for the necessary modeling of the independent factors variograms.

Sequential indicator simulation technique consists of transforming the original
lithological facies into a series of spatially distributed binary variables. The X in-

dicator krigings performed on the X indicator variables allow building a conditional

probability distribution from which the lithological facies are drawn. The technique

has the ability of reproducing the spatial relationship specific to each facies. Another

advantage is the ability to account for soft information. A drawback of this technique

is the order relation problem which can produce artificial noise in the simulated re-

sults. This technique requires inference and modeling of the spatial covariance of each

facies. One must solve one kriging system at each node for each lithological facies

being simulated. These requirements make the process possibly very demanding.

Sequential coindicator simulation technique differs from the sequential indicator

simulation approach on the estimation step to determine the local ccdf values. Instead

of an indicator kriging, an indicator cokriging is used. This technique has the (theo-
retical) advantage of reproducing the spatial cross correlation between the facies. The

drawback is the necessity of infering and modeling a fullindicator covariance matrix.

Another drawback is the increase in order relation problems, which may destroy the

advantage of cokriging.

The proposed nncolK algorithm is an alternative to traditional sequential indica-

tor simulation when spatial ordering in facies the distribution imposes reproduction

of specific transition probabilities not captured by the IK algorithm. The nncolK

method accounts for small distance cross relationship between two facies highly cross-

correlated, e.g., facies mostly contiguous or facies rarely contiguous.
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The additional effort of the nncolK algorithm is minimum when compared to the

IKalgorithm. There is no need for infering and modeling cross covariances. Just one

term is added to the IKestimator equation when the cross information is considered.

The validation study shows that nncolK improves somewhat the reproduction of

the transition proportions as compared to the IK algorithm, at the cost of an increased

nugget effect.

As any indicator algorithm that accounts for cross information, the nncolK method

presents more order relation problems than the IKmethod.



Chapter 6

Concluding Remarks

The concept of stochastic simulation provides a mean to model uncertainty when map-

ping the joint distribution in space of several crosscorrelated variables, and the con-

sequent uncertainty in reservoir performance forecasting. Typical sparse information

on geological and petrophysical reservoir properties does not allow building a single

deterministic "best" answer. Stochastic simulation can provide several equiprobable

images of any specific reservoir parameter, constrained to honor the available data.

These different images, or realizations, can then be processed through a flowsimulator

yielding a probabilistic distribution of the reservoir response. That distribution pro-

vides a quantitative measure of the reservoir response uncertainty due to the spatial

uncertainty.

Several studies have shown that the large-scale geological heterogeneities due to

different rock types has the most consequential effect in predicting reservoir flow

performance. Therefore, a reservoir characterization study typically follows a two-step

procedure. In a first step, the large-scale heterogeneities associated with the geological

facies are modeled. In a second step, the spatial variability of the petrophysical

parameters are modeled within each different facies.

This dissertation presents original contributions inboth steps of a reservoir charac-

terization study. It presents an improved implementation of the sequential indicator

simulation algorithm for numerical modelling of lithological facies. This improved

171
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approach, called "nearest neighbor coindicator kriging algorithm
- nncolK", is pre-

sented in Chapter 5. The main contribution of this dissertation is a new approach

for joint simulation of several variables integrating different sources of soft informa-

tion. This approach, called "sequential Gaussian cosimulation algorithm - sgcosim",

is presented in Chapter 2.

The main objective of this research was to provide a practical tool for cosimulation

of several spatially correlated variables conditional to several secondary variables. The

approach proposed builds on a Markov- type hypothesis whereby collocated secondary

information is assumed to screen further away data of the same type, thus allowing

to perform a limited form of cosimulation without the tedious inference and modeling

of a full cross covariance matrix.

The application of the sgcosim algorithm was shown to be as efficient, yet much

simpler than most cosimulation methods currently available, because there is no re-

quirement for modeling all cross covariances involved. The algorithm calls only for

modelling the auto correlation(s) of the primary variable(s) being simulated. While

the calculation of cross-covariances poses no practical problem, their modeling under

the positive definiteness constraint has proven tedious in practice. This modeling

remains the main practical barrier to widespread usage of cokriging ingeneral , and

cosimulation in particular. In the approach proposed the cross covariances are mod-

eled through a Markov- type model as function of the primary variable auto covariance,

see relation (2.11). This Markov model can be checked against the sample cross co-

variances. If that check fails, one can still apply cokriging and retaining only the

collocated secondary information.

The proposed algorithm is fast. The speed of the collocated cosimulation algo-

rithm comes from the fact that it considers cokriging with only one additional row

and column per secondary attribute considered; a full cokriging would require an ad-

ditional row and column for each secondary data available. The number of secondary

data is usually much greater than the number of secondary attributes. Also, sec-

ondary data, such as seismic, are typically very close together (clustered), thus they

tend to be much better auto-correlated than the primary data making a fullcokriging

system potentially unstable. Solution of such large unstable systems has hindered the
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practical acceptance of cokriging and related cosimulation methods.

Another advantage is related to the flexibilityof the approach. The collocated

cosimulation algorithm is flexible because it allows the joint simulation of several

primary variables integrating many different sources of secondary information. For

any secondary variable, all that is needed is a set of correlation coefficients at lag
h = 0 that describe the strength of the relationship between this new variable and

all other variables being used.
Implementation of the cosimulation approach developed in this thesis is limited

to cases in which an assumption of multiGaussianity of the normal score transforms

of the data is appropriate. The inability to control the actual spatial connectivity

of critical extreme values would make this implementation inappropriate for applica-

tions in which the implicit connectivity pattern of the multiGaussian model is found

inacceptable.

The decision of using only the collocated information may cause a poor reproduc-

tion of the cross-correlations, particularly for h > 0. Then, the Markov model should

be questioned. Indeed, if the Markov model is justified, reproduction of the cross

correlations at h = 0 suffices to reproduce the cross correlograms at all h, as long as

the auto covariances are correctly reproduced.

Another drawback of the proposed approach is the necessity to define a hierarchy
among principal variables being simulated and the requirement that all secondary

variables be sampled at all locations to be simulated. In the latter case, prior condi-

tional simulations of the secondary variables allows meeting the requirements of the

algorithm.

The validation study (Chapter 3) shows that the proposed sgcosim algorithm

performs almost as well as a full cokriging-based cosimulation in reproducing the
spatial correlation of a theoretical multiGaussian reference data set. In theory, the

full cokriging-based approach is ideal for reproducing the spatial correlation of such

data set.

A case study performed on real data (Chapter 4) presents an application of the

proposed algorithm to the cosimulation of porosity and permeability in a North Sea

chalk reservoir. This study represents a typical geostatistical approach to reservoir
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modeling. The cosimulation was performed conditional to the available core porosity

and core permeability data, and using abundant porosity information derived from

density log as secondary data. The data used in this study were checked for multi-

Gaussianity, making it possible to apply the algorithm. The availability of directional

and horizontal wells, not common in reservoir characterization studies, did allow bet-

ter inference of the horizontal variograms.

This study showed that the sgcosim algorithm was able to reproduce the high
spatial correlation between the two reservoir properties as well as some important

geological features, such as the erosion of the upper part of the reservoir unit with

poorer reservoir properties.

In order to apply the collocated cosimulation algorithm, the soft information, in

this case the log-derived porosity, must be available at all nodes being simulated.

This parameter was completed by simulation prior to cokriging. This could be seen

as a limitation of the algorithm since different simulated realizations of the soft infor-

mation might provide different cosimulation results. However, ifthe soft information

is abundant, conditional realizations of the secondary variable should not differ too

much one from another. In the case of seismic data, that soft information is commonly

available at the same grid resolution as the cosimulation of the primary variables.

The result of the North Sea case study confirmed the homogeneous characteristic

of the reservoir with a high correlation between porosity and permeabilty. It is not

expected that different realizations (different images) of the petrophysical parameters

willimpact much the flow simulation study because of the extreme homogeneity of

the Rl unit here considered. However, the availability of such fine scale stochastic

images would be useful for application of any upscaling technique, a necessary step

in any flow simulation study.

Although the collocated cosimulation algorithm implemented in the sgcosim pro-

gram is reasonably fast and easy to implement, further improvements can make it

easier, faster, and above all, more accurate inreproducing cross correlation patterns.

These improvements would include a more flexible approach in the search procedure

to allow considering different search strategy for each primary variable, and a multi-

grid approach to allow better reproduction of both short and long range correlation
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ranges.

As it stands now, the approach is parametric and Gaussian in that it assumes

a multiGaussian model. A non-parametric cosimulation algorithm method could be
developed using the same collocated cokriging idea but considering an indicator ap-

proach for modeling the conditional distributions. This new algorithm could be used

for the cosimulation of categorical or continuous variables whose spatial connectivity

of extreme values makes the use of a multiGaussian model inappropriate.

Changing the focus to the simulation of lithological facies, the proposed ''''nearest

neighbor coindicator kriging algorithm -nncolK" shows that the traditional indicator

approach can be modified to accomodate reproduction of some transition probability

values (cross indicator covariances). The nncolK algorithm can account for small dis-

tance cross relationship between two facies highy cross correlated. This method is an

improvement on the traditional sequential indicator simulation method when spatial

ordering of the facies imposes reproduction of specific transition probabilities. The

validation study (Chapter 5) shows that the method is able to improve reproduction

of transition probabilities, albeit at the cost of an increase in nugget effect. This

increase in the nugget is related to an increase inorder relation deviations, a problem

crucial for all indicator algorithms that make use of cross information.
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Appendix A

Sequential Gaussian Cosimulation
- sgcosim -

This appendix gives a description of the files and parameters necessary to run

sgcosim.

To maintain consistency with the GSLIB software, the sgcosim program was origi-

nated from its sequential Gaussian simulation program, sgsim. A schematic flowchart

of the program sgcosim and a general description of the code are shown in section

2.6. This appendix gives a description of the input parameters and an example of

input files.

The following files should be located on the diskette(s) before attempting to compile

and execute this program:

sgcosimm.f an example driver program for sgcosim

sgcosim. inc an include file with default array dimensions

sgcosim. f the subroutine sgcosim

sgcosim. par an example parameter file for sgcosim.

The sgcosim program is an expansion ofprogram sgsim aimed at joint simulation

of several spatially interdependent variables conditional to several secondary variables.

The algorithm assumes a Markov-type hypothesis whereby secondary information

collocated with the node being simulated is assumed to screen further away data

181
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of the same type, thus allowing to perform cosimulation without the inference and

modeling of a full cross covariance matrix.

The following parameters are required for sgcosim. An example of the parameter

file is shown in Figure Al.

datafl: the input data for all primary variables in a simplified Geo-EAS for-

matted file. Figure A2shows an example of this input file.

nhard, nsoft number of primary variables being simulated, and number of

secondary variables being considered.

icolx, icoly, icolz, icolvp(i), and icolwt: the columns for x, y, and z co-

ordinates, the primary variables to be simulated, and the declustering weight

common to all primary variables. The program calls for a hierarchy of primary

variables: icolvp(l) is the first primary variable to be simulated, icolvp{2) is

the second primary variable,.... Any of the coordinate column numbers can be

set to zero if the simulation is to be 2D or ID. If the declustering weight is

unavailable then icolwt may be set to zero.

tmin(i): for each primary variable all values strictly less than train are ignored.

igauss: if set to 1 then the variable is already standard normal (the simulation

results willbe left unchanged); if igauss = 0, transformation is required.

transfl: output file for the transformation table for each primary variable being

simulated if transformation is required (igauss = 0).

The following three sets of parameters are required for each primary variable

being simulated:

zmin and zmax: the minimum and maximum allowable data values. These

are used in the back transformation procedure.

ltailand ltpar: specify the back transformation implementation in the lower

tail of the distribution: ltail = 1 implements linear interpolation to the lower
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limit zmin and ltail = 2 implements power model interpolation , with uf

Itpar, to the lower limit zmin.

utail and utpar: specify the back transformation implementation in the upper

tail of the distribution: utail =1 implements linear interpolation to the upper

limit zmax and utail = 2 implements power model interpolation , with v =

utpar, to the upper limit zmax, and utail=4 implements hyperbolic model

extrapolation with v) = utpar. The hyperbolic tail extrapolation is limited by

zmax.

outfl: the output grid is written to this file. The output file will contain the

results, cycling fastest on x, then y, then z, then simulation by simulation.

Figure A5gives an example of this output file.

idgb: an integer debugging level between 0 and 3. The larger the debugging

level the more information written out.

dbgfl: the file for the debugging output.

seed: random number seed (a large odd integer).

softfl: a file for the gridded normal scores of the secondary variables in a

Geo- EAS format. Figure A3 shows an example of this input file. There is no

hierarchy for these secondary variables.

icolvs(i): the column number for each secondary variable being considered.

calfl: the input Markov calibration parameters. The correlation coefficients

between all the variables (primary and secondary) are input in a matrix form

(upper diagonal matrix). Figure A4shows an example of this input file.

nsim: the number of simulations to generate.

Nx, xmn, xsiz: definition of grid system (x axis).

Ny, ymn, ysiz: definition of grid system (y axis).
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nz, zmn, zsiz: definition of grid system (z axis).

sstrat: if set to o,the data and previously simulated grid nodes are searched

separately. If set to 1, the data are relocated to grid nodes and considered to-

gether with the previously simulated values; the parameters ndmin and ndmax

are not considered.

noct: the number of original data to use per octant. If this parameter is set
< 0 then it willnot be used; otherwise, it willoverride the ndmax parameter

and the data willbe partitioned into octants and the closest noct data in each

octant willbe retained for the simulation of a grid node.

radius: the search radius. The radius can be made anisotropic with the fol-

lowing parameters:

sangl, sang2, sang3, sanisl, and sanis2: parameters defining the 3D anisotropy

of the search ellipsoid. A detailed interpretation of these parameters is given in

GSLIB manual, section 11.3.

ndmin and ndmax: the minimum and maximum number of original data that

should be used to simulate a grid node. If there are fewer than ndmin data

points the node is not simulated.

ncnode: the maximum number of previously simulated nodes to use for the

simulation of another node.

The following sets of parameters are required for each primary variable being

simulated:

list and cO: the number of semivariogram structures and the isotropic nugget

constant.

For each of the nst nested structure one must define it the type of structure, aa

the a parameter, cc the c parameter, angl, ang2, ang3, anisl, and anis2 the

geometric anisotropy parameters. A detailed description of these parameters is
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given in section 11.3 of GSLIB manual. The semivariogram model refers to the

normal scores. The kriging variance is directly interpreted as the variance of

the conditional distribution; consequently, the nugget constant cO and c (sill)

parameters should add to 1.0. Recall that a power model is not a legitimate

model for a multiGaussian phenomenon.
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)

1

2

Parameters for SGCOSIM
+ jlc^slc^^********

START OF PARAMETERS:

welltot.dat

2 1

123 5 4 0

-99.0 -99.0

0

sgcosiml . trn

sgcosim2 .trn

0.01 11.0

1 0.01

4 1.5

6.00 46.00

1 6.0

4 4.0

sgcosim. out

1

sgcosim. dbg

6439969

porlnsc.out

1

sgcosim. cal

1

100.0 17.5 35.0

100.0 17.5 35.0

42 0.75 1.5

0

\Data File in GEOEAS format

\Number of hard and soft var.

\column: x,y,z,wt ,vhard(i)

\min. value (miss, val. each var.

\o=transform the data, l=don't

\Transf . table (for each var.)

\Transf . table (for each var.)

\Min. and Max. val. for tails var

\Lower tail option and par. var.l

\Upper tail option and par. var.l

\Min. and Max. val. for tails var

\Lower tail option and par. var. 2

\Upper tail option and par. var.2

\output File for simulation

\Debugging level: 1,2,3

\output File for Debugging

\Random number seed

\Gridded Secondary Variable (nsc)

\columns for soft variables

\Calibration parameter file

\Number of simulations

\nx,xmn,xsiz

\ny,ymn,ysiz
\nz,zmn,zsiz

\o=two part search, l=data-nodes
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\max per octant (0 -> not used)

\maximum search radius

0

800.0

\sangl ,sang 2, sang 3, sanisl ,sanis2

\min, max data for simulation

\number simulated nodes to use

\nst, nugget effect VARIAB. 1

0.0 0.0

0 8

0.0 1.0 0.015

8

2 0.20

1 20.0 0.20 \it,aa,cc: STRUCTURE 1

\angl,ang2,ang3,anisl,anis2:0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0

0.60

0.0 1.0

0.5

1 1440 .0 \it,aa,cc: STRUCTURE 1

\angl,ang2,ang3,anisl,anis2:

\nst, nugget effect VARIAB. 2

0.0 0.0 0.0083

2 0.20

\it,aa,cc: STRUCTURE 1

\angl ,ang2,ang3,anisl ,anis2:

\it,aa,cc: STRUCTURE 1

\angl,ang2,ang3,anisl ,anis2:

1 20.0 0.20

0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0

0.60

0.0 1.0

0.5

1 1440 .0

0.0 0.0 0.0083

Figure Al An example parameter file for sgcosim.
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File with well data in real space

5

x (m)

y (m)

z (m)

pore

perm

2398.7 1150.0

2398.6 1150.0

2398.6 1150.0

2398.5 1150.0

2398.4 1150.0

2398.3 1150.0

2398.3 1150.0

2398.2 1150.0

2398.2 1150.0

2398.2 1150.0

2398.2 1150.5

22.74 33.40 2.00

22.25 31.90 2.70

22.10 -999.00 -999.00

21.98 29.40 1.70

21.49 29.80 7.10

21.37 -999.00 -999.00

21.24 31.00 2.20

21.12 -999.00 -999.00

21.00 31.00 2.60

20.88 -999.00 -999.00

20.76 27.60 1.20

2398.1 1150.5

2398.1 1150.5

2398.1 1150.5

2398.0 1150.5

2398.0 1150.5

2397.9 1150.5

20.63 -999.00 -999.00

20.51 28.50 2.1028.50 2.10

20.39 -999.00 -999.00

20.27 25.00 1.2025.00 1.20

20.15 -999.00 -999.00

20.03 27.30 1.3027.30 1.30

Figure A2: An example of sgcosim input data file datafl. 2 primary variables in

decreasing order of importance, core porosity and permeability (original data) are

considered. No declustering weight.
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Normal scores of log porosity (gridded data)

1

porlnsc

-0.1102

0.1047

-1.0193

0.3656

1.1352

1.6150

-0.6184

-1.2249

-0.9131

Figure A3: An example of sgcosim input data file softfl. One single secondary
variable, log porosity, is considered here. The corresponding data are entered as

normal score transforms.
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Correlation coefficient matrix

3

permc

pore

porl

1.0 0.769 0.713

1.0 0.809

1.000

Figure A4: An example of sgcosim input data file calfl. Two primary and one

secondary variables are considered. The first row gives the correlation coeffi-

cients (at h= 0) between the first primary variable and the 2nd primary variable

(0.769) then between that first primary variable and the secondary variable (0.713).
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SGCOSIM SIMULATIONS: Permeability, porosity cosimulated values

2

Permeability simulated value (mD)

Porosity simulated value (%)

Figure A5: An example of sgcosim output file outfl. Two primary variables

considered.

are

J.. <_>VV A\»^ ? \J \J \S

1.300 28.309

2.600 29.906

1.600 28.714

1.600 27.300

2.100 31.547

2.400 31.500

2.200 30.500



Appendix B

Nearest Neighbor Indicator

Cokriging Algorithm - nncolK-

This appendix contains description of the files and parameters necessary to run

nncolK.

The following files should be located on the diskette(s) before attempting to compile
and execute this program:

nncolK.fIthe main driver program and the subroutine for sgcosim

nncolK.inc an include file with default array dimensions

nncolK.par an example parameter file for nncolK.

The nncolK program is an expansion of program sisimpdf adding a term to the

IK estimator to account for the facies (k0) most cross-related to that (k0) which

probability is being estimated:

n

Prob*{utfa | (n)} -pko
= V X^,k [/(**_*;k)-pko)]+ add

a=l

where

( -A-&r)-['(»'; fco) -pA ,2 Iv-v | < hmax

[ 0, otherwise

192
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with:

v : datum location of type k0 nearest to v

itk> :key to inform type of relation between ko and k0:

ifitjt = I=> k0 and k0 are usually contiguous (attraction)

ifit i
— —1 =>- ko and k0 are usually not contiguous (repulsion)

ifit,i = o=> relation between ko and k0 is not considered.

The following parameters are required for nncolK. An example of the parameter

file is shown in Figure 81.

datafl: the input data ina simplified Geo-EAS formatted file. Figure B2 shows

an example of this input file.

icolx, icoly, icolz, and icolvr: the columns for x, y, and z coordinates, and

the variable to be simulated. Any of the coordinate column numbers can be set

to zero ifthe simulation is to be 2D or ID.

tmin, and tmax: all values strictly less than train and strictly greater than

tmax are ignored.

separmax: maximum separation distance (hmax) for considering the comple-
mentary cross information datum i(u ;k0).

outfl: the output grid is written to this file. The output file willcontain the

results, cycling fastest on x, then y, then z, then simulation by simulation.

Figure B3 gives an example of this output file.Figure B3 gives an example of

this output file.

idgb: an integer debugging level between 0 and 3. The larger the debugging
level the more information written out.

dbgfl: the file for the debugging output.

seed: random number seed (a large odd integer).
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nsim: the number of simulations to generate.

Nx, xmn, xsiz: definition of grid system (x axis).

Ny, ymn, ysiz: definition of grid system (y axis).

nz, zmn, zsiz: definition of grid system (z axis).

sstrat: ifset to o,the data and previously simulated grid nodes are searched

separately. If set to 1, the data are relocated to grid nodes and considered to-

gether with the previously simulated values; the parameters ndmin and ndmax

are not considered.

noct: the number of original data to use per octant. If this parameter is set
< 0 then it willnot be used; otherwise, it willoverride the ndmax parameter

and the data willbe partitioned into octants and the closest noct data in each

octant willbe retained for the simulation of a grid node.

radius: the search radius. The radius can be made anisotropic with the fol-

lowing parameters:

sangl, sang 2, sang 3, sanisl, and sanis2: parameters defining the 3D anisotropy

of the search ellipsoid. A detailed interpretation of these parameters is given in

GSLIB manual, section 11.3.

ndmin and ndmax: the minimum and maximum number of original data that

should be used to simulate a grid node. If there are fewer than ndmin data

points the node is not simulated.

ncnode: the maximum number of previously simulated nodes to use for the

simulation of another node.

mik and mikcat: ifm.ik is set to 0, then a full indicator kriging willbe per-

formed at each grid node location to establish the conditional distribution. If

mik is set to 1, then the median approximation will be used, i.e., a single

variogram is used for all categories; therefore, only one kriging system needs
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to be solved and the computer time is significantly reduced. The variogram
corresponding to category mikcat willbe used.

neat: the number of categories.

The following sets of parameters are required for each category k to be simu-

lated:

cat, pdf, nst, and cO: the category integer code, its global pdf, the number of

semivariogram structures, and the isotropic nugget constant.

For each of the nst nested structures one must define it the type of structure, aa

the a parameter, cc the c parameter, angl, ang2, ang3, anisl, and anis2 the

geometric anisotropy parameters. A detailed description of these parameters is

given in section 11. 3 of GSLIB manual.

irelcat: the category k'0 most cross-related to kO.

ireltype: the repulsion/attraction factor. If set to 1, an attraction-type rela-

tionship between facies k0 and k'0 is considered. If set to -1, a repulsion-type

relationship is considered. Ifset to 0, no relationship between facies is consid-

ered: the algorithm reverts to IK.
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Parameters for NNCOIK
*********************

START OF PARAMETERS:

vsamp .dat

12 0 3

-1.0e21 8.0

1.0

nncoikg.out

3

nncoikg.dbg

123569

1

50 0.0 1.0

50 0.0 1.0

1 1.0 1.0

1

0

30.0

0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0

0 12

8

0 2

3

1 0.5120 1 0.06

1 10. 0.190

0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0

3

\data file

\column: x,y,z,vr

\data trimming limits

\Range of tuning par. hmax

\output file for simulation

\debugging level: 0,1,2,3

\output File for Debugging

\random number seed

\number of simulations

\nx,xmn,xsiz

\ny,ymn,ysiz
\nz,zmn,zsiz

\o=two part search, l=data-nodes

\ max per octant (o -> not used)

\ maximum search radius

\ sangl,sang2,sang3,sanisl,2

\ mm, max data for simulation

\number simulated nodes to use

\o=full IK, l=med approx(cat #)

\number of categories

\Facies # ,global pdf, nst, nugget

\ it, aa, cc

\ angl,ang2,ang3,anisl,2

\Related facies
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\Type rel. :-l(least) l(most) O(none)

\Facies # , global pdf, nst, nugget

-1

2 0.2560 1 0.13

1 8.0 0.06 \ it,aa, cc

0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 \ angl,ang2,ang3,anisl,2

\Related facies3

1 \Type rel. :-l(least) l(most) 0(none)

\Facies # , global pdf, nst, nugget3 0.2320 1 0.06

1 10.0 0.13 \ it, aa, cc

\ angl,ang2,ang3, anis l,2

\Related facies
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0

1

\Type rel. :-l(least) l(most) 0(none)-1

Figure Bl: An example parameter file for nncolK.
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Indicator with coordinates

6 variables

X

V

facies

mdl

ind2

ind3

0.5 0.5 2

5.5 0.5 1

21.5 0.5 1

28.5 1.5 2

25.5 2.5 1

36.5 2.5 1

40.5 2.5 1

9.5 3.5 1

22.5 5.5 1

37.5 5.5 1

15.5 6.5 1

42.5 6.5 1

44.5 6.5 3

25.5 8.5 2

49.5 8.5 3

FigtlN B2 \u example ->f nncolK input data file datafl.
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nncolK SIMULATION

1

Simulated lithological facies

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

3

2

2

3

2

3

3

2

1

1

Figure B3: An example of nncolK output fileoutfl, corresponding to parameter file

of figure 81.
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	Figure 4.29 shows the scatterplot between the simulated values of the three variables in the normal space. As can be seen from Table 1 the reproduction of the original normal score data correlation is excellent.  Table 4.1: Comparison of input model correlation and resulting simulation correlation (normal scores)  Figure 4.30 shows the scattergrams of the simulated values in the original space after back transform. The banding artifact is due to the algorithm used for the backtransformation. This algorithm use a transformation table, created in the initial step of transforming the original data to normal scores, for interpolating between original data values. If there are not enough classes or values in this table, then simulated normal scores which differ little will be backtransformed to the same original  value.
	Table 2 gives the sample correlation values vs. the correlation values of the simulated parameters in the original space (after back transform). The correlation reproduction is seen to be reasonable, compare Figures 4.7 and 4.30.  Table 4.2: Comparison of sample correlation values and correlation values of the simulated values in the original space.  Figure 4.31 shows the experimental and the simulated values correlograms in the vertical direction for core porosity, log-porosity and permeability. As can be seen the reproduction of the main structures is reasonable. It was not possible to make this comparison for the horizontal direction because of the lack of definition of the experimental variogram due to well spacing (approximately 500 m).  Figures 4.32 and 4.33 show the grayscale maps of an horizontal and a vertical section of simulated permeability and porosity. These figures show reproduction of the long range horizontal structure as large elongated clouds of similar values. This features becomes clearer in the color Figure 4.34. In this figure the high degree of correlation between porosity and permeability values can be also observed.  Figure 4.35 shows the simulated porosity-permeability distribution and relation for a given vertical section. The geological grid has been re-established, and the steeply dipping part in the middle is in fact the major fault-plane that has been smoothed by kriging of the maps used for grid relocation. In these figures each color scale corresponds to a twentieth percentile. Again, reproduction of the high correlation
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	Figures 5.3 to 5.5 show the experimental indicator auto and cross-variograms in the NS and EW directions, all using the 2500 values of the reference image. These figures also gives the isotropic models retained for the auto variograms:
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	Real. Seed  Transition prop. avg. Add.  Facies prop.  Table 5.4: Statistics of six realizations using nncolK with hmax = 1 pixel .  Table 5.5 shows the results of 6 realizations performed using the nncolK algorithm, but this time not accounting for the transition between facies 2 and 3. That is, when determining the probability of being at facies 2 no additional term is considered, i.e., the algorithm is straight IK. As expected, the transition frequencies between facies 2 and 3 are decreased when compared to results shown in Table 5.4, and the transition frequencies between facies 1 and 3 are increased.
	Transition prop. avg.  Facies prop.  Real. Seed  Table 5.5: Statistics of six realizations using nncolK not accounting for the transition between facies 2 and 3.
	Table 5.6 shows the results of 6 realizations using the nncoik but this time the facies most contiguous to facies 2 is taken as facies 1. As expected, the transition frequency between facies 1 and 2 increases, while the transition frequency between facies 2 and 3 decreases when compared to results shown in Table 5.4. The transition frequency between facies 1 and 3 also increases as well as the average order relation correction when compared to the same figures in Table 5.4.  Real. Seed  Table 5.6: Statistics of six realizations using nncolK considering facies 1 as most contiguous to facies 2.  Table 5.7 shows the results of the 6 realizations with nncolK but this time the  drastic correction was considered. That is, if there is a close-by location where k0 prevails (z(u ; k0) = 1) and a repulsion-type relationship is present, then the estimated probability [I(u; fa)YnncolK is set to zero. If an attraction-type relationship is present this estimate is set to one. The algorithm is informed that facies 2 was most contiguous to facies 3 and facies 1 least contiguous to 3. In average the transition frequency reproduction is improved. The transition frequency between facies 1 and 3 has decreased, while that between facies 1 and 2 has increased when compared to the results shown in Table 5.4. The order relation correction magnitude has also increased when compared to the results shown in Table 5.4.
	Table 5.7: Statistics of six realizations using nncolK considering a drastic correction and facies 3 as most contiguous to facies 2.  Figure 5.6 shows grayscale maps of 3 realizations using the IK and nncolK approaches. As expected, the nncolK algorithm reproduces better the facies nesting thanks to the additional information about transition probabilities. This comes at the cost of a higher nugget effect due to the larger average order relation correction.


